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ABSTRACT 
Ellipsometry is a non-destructive and non-contact method for the characterization of 
"i 
materials. The technique is based on the measurement of the change of the polarization state 
of a beam of polarized light upon reflection from a sample surface. In this work, a rotating-
analyzer spectroscopic ellipsometer was designed and constructed for the non-destructive 
characterization of semiconductors. The photon energy range covered is from L5eV to 3tV. 
The operation of the system is automated with a personal-computer. The reflected light 
intensity is analyzed by means of on-line Fourier analysis and the result is digitized and 
transferred to computer for storage and further study. Moreover, a software has been ‘ 
developed to andyze the ellipsometric spectra obtained from systems of layered structures 
of homogeneous and isotropic media. 
The system is then tested and applied to a number of semiconductor systems including 
low temperature MBE grown GaAs on GaAs substrate, amorphous carbon thin film on 
silicon, LPE Al^ Gai.^ As films on GaAs and buried nitride silicon on insulator structure by 
nitrogen implantation into silicon. From the ellipsometry spectra of these samples, useful 
information about these systems have been obtained and discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
EUipsometry is a non-contact and non-destructive technique for the characterization of 
u 
material. This technique is based on the measurement of the change of the polarization state 
of a beam of polarized light upon reflection from a sample surface. As the change of the 
polarization state is very sensitive to the variation in the optical and structaral properties of 
the samples, ellipsometry can provide useful information in non-destructive way. The 
connection between the change of polarization state of a light beam upon transmission 
through or reflection from a sample and the material properties was first recognised and 
reported by P.Drude a hundred years ago '^^ . The early instruments were based on the null 
technique and could only be operated manually at a single wavelength. Due to these 
limitation, the applications of the ellipsometry has not been very popular until the late sixties. 
One important development in the instrumentation of ellipsometry was done by Cahan 
and Spanier^ in 1969. Cahan and Spanier constructed an automatic rotating-analyzer type 
ellipsometer which did not involve the operator during the data acquisition process. Since 
then, the automatic ellipsometry has become one of the simplest and most popular 
photometric instrument. The automatic ellipsometer is usually constructed with a rotating 
optical elements (either a polarizer, a compensator or an analyzer) such that the intensity of 
the light beam can be modulated. 
Because of the rapid development of the micro-computer, the progress in ellipsometry 
automation was greatly enhanced'*"^ ®. In addition to being used in analyzing the ellipsometry 
data, the computer has also been used to help collect the data, signal-averaging and store the 
data in digital form for further processing"-^ .^ The wide use of the micro-computers has in 
fact extended the applications of ellipsometry in both of the following domains : (1) 




light source to measure the optical functions of the samples in a certain range of frequencies. 
(2) Time domain where the time evolution of the ellipsometry parameters are measured to 
study the dynamic processes of film growth, etching and other variations of the surface 
properties. 
The ellipsometry measurement procedure can basically mention^ as follows. A 
polarized light of known polarization was first generated by using some optical components 
such as polarizer and compensator and acted as an incident light. The incident wave interacts 
with the sample surface leading to a change in the polarization of the light beam which is 
then characterized by another polarizer. The polarization states of the incident and the 
reflected beams are related to the physical properties of the sample by means of fundamental 
optical equations. Therefore, from the change in the polarization states, the physical 
parameters of the samples such as refractive indices and complex dielectric functions can be 
obtainedi3,i4. 
The use of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) to characterize the properties and 
structures of semiconductors has attracted much attention in recent years. Being a non-
destructive optical techniques SE can provide useful information of the sample without 
making any damage on the specimen. Being a spectroscopic technique, the measurements in 
SE are made at a certain frequency range and this has greatly extended the scope of possible 
applications of ellipsometry. For examples, with the help of the effective-medium model and 
least-square analysis, the composition of thin films can be estimated^^ It has been 
demonstrated that SE can be used to determine the thickness of thin films to an accuracy 
comparable to that achieved using other direct investigation techniques such as cross-sectional 
transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) and Rutheford backscattering (RBS”似9 ^he 
distinct advantage of ellipsometry over other intensity related photometric measurements is 
3.2 
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that it is very sensitive to the extremely thin overlayers. Variations in the thiclaiess of thin 
films from a few tens of angstroms to a length scale of penetration depth of the incident light 
� 
can be measured. Moveover, the complex refractive index N=n+jk and the complex 
dielectric function e=ei+je2 of materials can be measured directly as a function of 
wavelength without the need for the Kramers-Kronig transformations or the complication of 
reflectance and transmittance measurements at different polarization angles or at different 
angles of incidence^^ In recent years, SE measurements have been also extended to cover 
the UV and IR regions so that more complicated materials can be characterized^®. 
The objective of this project is to construct an automated rotating analyzer type 
spectroscopic ellipsometer using a personal computer as the controller. In chapter 2 and 3, 
we will first have a description on the fundamental principles of ellipsometry and the 
mathematical representation of the relationship between the change of polarization state of 
the reflected beam and the optical and structural properties of the samples. After a brief 
review on the configurations of two main types of ellipsometers, we then focus on the design 
and construction of our instrument in chapter 4. The alignment procedures and the calibration 
method will also presented in chapter 5. The discussion on the analysis of the experimental 
results to convert the ellipsometric parameters into physical quantities will be given in 
chapter 6. As examples of applications, the SE system has been used to study various 
material system and the experimental results are report in chapter 7. Finally, a summary of » 
the results of the applications as well as a few suggestions for future work will be given in 
the last chapter. 
3.3 
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CHAPTER 2. PRINCIPLE OF ELLIPSOMETRY 
The principle of ellipsometry is', based on the fact that a monochromatic 
electromagnetic wave will change its state of polarization when it strike non-peipendicularly 
onto the interface between two dielectric media. In order to inteipret those ellipsometric data 
that have been taken when polarized light is reflected from a bare or filmed substrate, 
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Figure 2,1 A linear polarized electromagnetic wave perform a screw-like motion 





In general, an arbitrary monochromatic transversal wave are composed of two 
orthogonal coherent waves, ie. The field, vector E can be resolved into Ep and E, 
components. Ep and E, lies in direction perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incident 
respectively. When monochromatic waves reflected from the sample are out of phase, field 
vector will perform a screw-like motion around the direction of its propagation (z-direction). 
If we projected the field vector onto a plane perpendicular to z-axis, in general, an ellipse 
will be obtained. The ellipse will degenerate to a line if phase different between Ep and E, 
reflected is a multiple of x. If the amplitude of the two reflected components wave are equal, 
a circle will be obtained. It is obvious that the polarization ellipse and the elipticity can be 
used to describe the optical properties of the sample. 
The surface properties of material is described by the reflectance ; and r，. These 
complex coefficients describe the influence on sample by the electromagnetic field 
components parallel(p) and perpendicular(s) to the plane of incidence. In order to have a 
complete description of the system, there are totally eight parameters. Four of them are used 
to describe the amplitude and phase of incident and reflected wave. Others are used to 
describe the sample and ambient. 
The polarization ellipse can be represented by two attributes that known as size and 
shape (elipticity). The size of ellipse E= | Ej,^  + E,^  | �� is a scalar whose square is 
proportional to the intensity I. On the other hand, the sample which represented by Ep/E，is 
I 
an intensity independent quantity that specified by minor/major axis ratio and the azimuth 
angle of the major axis of the ellipse. The absolute reflectance R^  and R, are an important 
parameters used in reflectometry and they are defined as the square of respective complex 
reflectance coefficient Rp= | Tp | 2, R，= | r, | M n eUipsometry, we have to consider both 
the amplitude and phase of reflected field. Thus, the ratio of polarization state is written as 
3.2 
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rp/r, = p = tan ^ The complex reflectance ratio p is expressed as an'amplitude tan ^ 
and phase difference A p and s components. 
The ellipsometry method can be described as the measurement of two complex 
reflectance ; and r，. It is in fact the combination of the photometric technique and 
polarimetric technique. Photometric technique involved the measurement of reflectance of 
linearly polarized light at a number of different angle of incidence. The optical constants of 
materials were calculated by a graphical process. Avery in 1950 modified the method by 
measuring the ratio Rp/R, at different angles of incidence in order to overcome the 
difficulties of absolute reflectance measurement. The reflectance R^  and R，are selected by 
introducing a polarizer into the path of incident beam. By rotating the polarizing device 
through 90®, intensity of incident and reflected beams in p and s state could be measured. 
Unlike the photometric method, polarimetric method deal with the measurement of phase 
different on reflection A between the s and p state of polarization. A commonly used setup 
called Michelson's interferometer was used. The incident beam was first polarized in either 
s or p state. After the interference pattern was recorded, the polarizer was rotated through 
90°. After then, the fringe shift is produced and the phase difference A can be calculated. In 
order to solve for the values of both n and k, measurement of phase shift have to be done 
at different angle of incidence. 
When compare the above methods, ellipsometry has a disadvantage that measurement 
has to be done at non-normal incidence while photometric and polarimetry can be performed 
at either normal or non-normal incidence. However, ellipsometry is comparatively a more 
powerful methods. First of all, during ellipsometry measurement, two parameters instead of 
one are determined in a single-measurement operation. Both the real and imagine part of the 
complex optical function of a bulk homogenous material can be obtained. Secondly, 
3.3 
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ellipsometry deals with intensity-independent complex quantities!�It is relatively insensitive 
to the intensity fluctuations of the light source. Thirdly, ellipsometry method can be 
s 
described as a double beam method in another point of view. It is because, the polarization 
of one component servers as an amplitude and phase reference for the other. The 
measurement of phase different makes ellipsometry generally more sensitive to surface 
conditions. The orthogonal components of the incident wave need not necessarily be in 
plane. For a null type ellipsometry, the linear polarized light was transformed to elliptical 
polarized light and then strike onto the sample. No 
matter what the st3.tc of the incoming 
wave is, what we measure is the change of the polarization state of the reflected wave. The 
general ellipsometer arrangement is shown in Figure 2.2. 
Light Source || Detector jf 
Polarizer _ Analyzer || 
sample I 
Figure 2.2 Operational diagram of a general ellipsometer arrangement 
A continuous light was first polarized by the polarizer P. When the linear polarized 
fight strike on the sample, its polarized state will change. Another polarizer and a detector 
were used to examine the elipticity and azimuth of the reflected light. Data obtained can be 
used to calculate the physical parameters of the specimen, such as refractive index, dielectric 
constant and the thickness of film. 
3.4 
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CHAPTER 3, MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION OF ELLIPSOMETRY 
To understand the principle of ellipsometry, it should start from the relation of 
ellipsometric measurement to the electromagnetic theory of light in radiation. The objective 
of this chapter is to give a summary of principles necessary for interpretation of ellipsometric 
data, more extensive information should be referred to reference 13,14.� 
Firstly, we have to consider the wave formula despite of the medium used. If a plane 
wave travel in a medium in z-axis. According to the Maxwell's equation, the electric field 
vector E is given by equation 3.1 
E = E�e似^顿 (3.1) 
Eo defines the amplitude of wave, co the angular frequency, t the time, N the complex 
refractive index of medium that EM wave passes thought, x the wave vector and z the 
propagation direction. The complex refractive index N is denoted as 
N - n + ik (3.2) 
where n = index of refraction of the medium 
k = extinction coefficient of the medium 
Similarly, the complex dielectric constant e is denoted by 
€ = Cj + is2 (3.3) 
and it can be related to the refractive index according to equation (3.4) 
8i = - k^ and e: = Ink (3.4) 
After considering the above formula, we have to take into account the medium we 
employed. If a plane wave was strike at the planar interface between two semi-infinite media 
0 and 1, the reflection and transmission of electromagnetic wave through the interface can 
3.1 
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be described by Fresnel's equation which are derived from Maxwell's 'Equations. Superscript 
represent the incident and reflected EM�.wave at the interface between two media. 
, _ 丑0; 一 ¥os4>i ,, ^ r �坊 = — — (么 Wocos4)j + nicos(t>o 
% 
丑Ot 一�lCOS(j)i /"ok = — = P-Oj E^ + ¥0S<t>i 
_ E l _ 2n,C0S(|), 
hip ： 7 — ( 么 刀 
五0; «0^ 08(|)1 + rtjCOS<|)o 
V � 
与 ° 2:。_ (3.8) 
E : 7I�COS4)�+ nicoscfri 
In order to satisfied the boundary conditions, the directions of all propagation of wave 
including incident, reflected and transmitted waves must lie on the plane of incidence. The 
angle of incidence 0�and refraction <t>i can be related by the Snell's Law. 
N s^m^Q = N^sm^^ (3,9) 
The vibration of polarized wave light are indicated by p and s. where p is the 
direction parallel to the plane of incidence and s represent the direction perpendicular to the 






substrate uX n 
Figure 3.1 Reflection and transmission at the interface 
between different dielectric media 
. � 
If media 0 and 1 are transparent，then both Nq, Nj and and are real. It also 
implies that no phase shift between the incident wave and reflected or transmitted wave 
unless a phase is shifted by an integral multiple of r . Such an interface affect only the ratio 
of the amplitude of the reflected wave and therefore a linear polarized wave be transmitted 
if a linear polarized wave was reflected from the interface. The transmitted wave will have 
different azimuth. When either one or both media is absorbing, the angle 小。and <t>i, in 
general will become a complex value. By applying the Snell's Law to the Fresnel's equation, 
the Fresnel complex-amplitude reflection (r) and transmission(t) coefficient for p and s 
polarization will be recast into equation (3.10). 
\ 
It shows that the reflection and transmission coefficient depends only on the angles 
of incidence and refraction 
In order to deal with the reflection and transmission coefficients in amplitude and 
phase separately, we rewrite the complex Fresnel coefficient as equation (3.11). 
The absolute value ;，tp are the ratio of amplitude of the electric wave of the 
3.3 
tan((|)o-<|)i) r = — 
^ :tan(<|)o+4)i) 
-sin(<t>o-<|)i) r, = sm((|)Q+<|)i) 
(3.10) 
2sm(|>jcos())o 
P sin(4)o+<l)i)cos(<|)o — 
2sin(|)xos<J)Q t = sin(<|)o+4)i) 
= r e � p p 
r, = T, e'^" 
� (3.11) r = It! A p p 
t = t e''" 
s s 
reflection and transmission wave respectively. 
dr,p and are the phase shifted between the reflected and the incidence wave parallel 
and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 
As reflection ellipsometry is a technique based on the measurement of the ratio of ip 
and r，，therefore, from the experiment that have performed, the complex Fresnel reflection 
coefficient for the p and s polarizations can be derived as follows : 
p = (3,12) 
p can also be expressed in terms of ellipsometric angle yp and A 
p = tam|f e^A (3.13) 
yp is the ratio of the amplitude of ; and r，，A = - 5„ is the phase change of one 
component related to the other. 
3.4 
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Section 3.1 Ambient substrate system 
From the above two equations, if We substitute ip and r，into SnelFs Law, we can 
rewrite the equation of N! in terms of p and <I)q. 
= N, sin(|)o [1 + ( ^ f tm^oi'^ � 1+p . (3.14) 
= N, tarn})�[1 _ sin2<|g 说 
(i+pr 
In addition, reflectance Rp and R, can be obtained by 
Rp :‘产/ (3.15) � Rs = I 产 / 
Rp and R, give the fraction of the total intensity of an incident plane wave that appear 
in the reflected wave for the p and s polarization. 
It is obvious that the eUipsometry technique can be directly applied in the evaluation 
of the refractive index and the absorption coefficient of absorbing homogeneous sample 
whose thickness is large enough to prohibit multiple reflection in the sample. Such a 
measurement can be used to characterize the properties of bulk material. However, the result 
is affected by the presence of thin surface layers on wafer such as native oxide on wafer. 
Thus surface cleavage of the sample is essential before any measurement has been done. 
Section 3.2 Single layer (Ambient-nim substrate) 
Considering a single uniform film covered on a substrate, refractive wave will 
subsequently under multiple internal reflection between the parallel plane boundaries. If two 
boundaries are separated with film thickness d, there will exist infinite number of reflected 
and transmitted wave. 
3.5 
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Figure 3.2 Reflection at and transmission through a thin dielectric 
film 
Let P be the phase change of multiple reflected wave inside the film experience and 
P is given by 
� � 
d, 
P = 2 71 (—) 
^ ( 3 . 1 6 ) 
P = 2 7t (^) (Nf - NSsin'(t>o)'^ 
The total resulting reflection and transmission are in fact the summation of an infinite 
series 
及=广01 + Wi2 + W i A 州 + Wior^ e-辦 + …（3.17) 
or ”� 
t t r «-仰 
及= W i 2 态 (3.18) 
1 -产lo^ u e 讽 
Substitute ijo = -loi and toitio = 1- r V 
r + r tf-浏 
R : 厂 0 1 产 e _ ( 3 . 1 9 ) 
1 + 〜 只 终 
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Similarly, for transmission, T is given by the infinite geometric series. 
2 2 i5Q (3»20) T - 沖 + r卵 + e- + … 
Summation give 
T (3.21) 
Note that the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficient at boundaries formed by 
Oandlare denoted by r�i, to. Coefficients at the boundaries formed by media 1 and 2 are 
denoted by ri2 and ti2 and so on. 
� When we consider the parallel p and the perpendicular s wave to the plane of 
incident, subscript p and s are added to the coefficients and we have 
‘ 1 + 广0i/i2^  则 (3.22) 
in sum, reflection R and T can be written in terms of their absolute values and 
phases. 
Rp = 1 及pi 
及 产 (3.23) 
T, = ir,| 产 
3.7 
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Ratio of complex reflection coefficient p are defined as 
p = ：^  = tanT e^ ^ (3.24) 
As a result, what we have to measure in the experiment are the intensities and phases 
(state of polarization). If we consider a single layer model, ^uation of ratio of complex 
reflection coefficient will be in the form of equation (20). 
p =[厂oip + 广12^ 厂浏][1 + 尸 仰 ] (3.25) 
1 + ''01/12. 尸Ols + 广 12^ 咨-浏 
The singly model is adequate for most applications. Function p is depends on complex 
refractive index of ambient Nq, film N!，substrate N: and film thickness dj as well as 
wavelength of incident light 入 and incident angle <f>o thus p can then be written as equation 
(3.26). 
P = tanilf ei^ : N” N^ d,, ^^ X) (3.26) 
In general, for a single layer thin film sandwished between the substrate and ambient, 
there are totally nine arguments for that system. Six parameters are from the refractive index 
of each medium and the remain three are di,po,X- If we assumed that No,N2,0o 肌d X are 
known, three unknown variables remain in the equation (di, n! and k!). It should be noticed 
that, we have to calculate three unknowns out of two ellipsometry data Therefore, if 
there is only one set of independent data, the thin film should be a non-aborting material or 
by some how one of the variables is known. 
-7 
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Section 3.3 Multilayer system (Isotropic Stratified planer structure) 
For a single layer structure, the above equation (3.26) is fully adequate for us to 
derive its optimal property. However, for multilayer structure, as there exist muti-reflection 
and refraction within layers, the simple mathematical equation cannot be applied to analyse 
specific characteristics of multilayer sample. 
In order to overcome the above problem, a more elegant approach that employ 2x2 
matrix which was first suggested by Abele's^ was used. The principle is based on the fact 
that equations governing the propagation of light are linear and the continuity of tangential 
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Figure 3.3. Forward and backward travelling wave in 
multi-layer structure 
Considering a stratified structure that consists of a stack of m parallel layers 
sandwiched between two semi-infinite ambient and substrate. All media are homogeneous and 
isotropic. As shown in Figure 3.3，a forward travelling plane wave is denoted by superscript 
3.9 
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(+) and backward travelling plane wave is denoted by superscript (-). Now, let E+(z) and ‘ 
E"(z) denote the complex amplitude of the�' forward and backward travelling plane wave at 




If we choose two parallel boundary Z，and Z", E(Z’）and E(Z") can be written in 
linear equation format as follow : 
叫 = p n ^ n ] 卜 +叫 (3.28) 
� E-(Z\ S饥 ^22 
— U J “ — 
or simply E(Z，）= S E(Z") 
where 
S = S� (3-29) 
• 2^1 汉22 
S represents the overall reflection and transmission properties of the stratified 
structure, so S is called scattering matrix. It is obvious that S must contain information about 
the interface between layers (I) and the layers (L) itself thus it can be expressed as a product 
of matrix I and L. , 
S = T o i I ^ i J i j I ^ , … 丄 i , … L J ( 3 . 3 0 ) 
3.10 
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As Fresnel coefficients for forward and backward direction can be written as ii,,=-
and t^ , = (l-O/t曲.I曲 and L are expressed in the form of : 
, • 
/ = 丄 1 '功 (3.31) 
曲 tat r^ 1 
L - 卜 � 1 (3.32) 0 e^ 'P • _ 
Subscript a and b refer to the two media and thus I^ b is the interface layer between 
a and b. The reflectance and transmittance are defined as � � 
r = r =工 =丄 (3.33) 
E： ^11 E： ^21 
Consider two components separately, we have equation (3.34) 
R ^ ^ R = & (3.34) 
P c * c 
Finally we have the equation of complex reflective coefficient 
p, = ：^ = (3.35) 
Rs ^llp 
The above procedure can be illustrated by taking an example. In case of single film 
sandwiched between ambient (air) and substrate, the scattering matrix S is given by 
S = /oiVn (3.36) 
3.11 
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Substitute corresponding equations into the above formula, we have 
5 = � ' � i l Y � 1 [1 (3.37) 
Wi2 1 0 yp r过 1 
k J k — L • 
1 or \ 
及 = _ ^ 卜 + 〜 、 1 (3.38) 
[(/"oi + 尸 (广01广12+ 一 、 
When we expand the matrix by carrying out the multiplication, we get 
� = (1 + ''0/12 内 
(3.39) 
2^1 = TV" ('01 + 尸 12 
Put Sn and S21 into equation 3.33 yield 
r + r 及-01 M2 ^ 
1 + 7. 7. 
i 厂01厂12 ^ (3.40) 
t t e-作 
J _ ‘01*12 ^ 
『01 +产1 2 " 祁 
Which are the same equations as calculated by using addition and multiplication 
shown previously in section 3.2 (single layer). In 1948, Crook also derive this equation by 
the method of adding and multiplying. However, the calculation was quite awkward and the 
situation will become even more complicated when the number of film is more than two. In 




CHAPTER 4. CLASSIFICATION OF ELLIPSOMETRY 
Configuration of ellipsometer can be divided into two main classes, namely null 
ellipsometry and photometric ellipsometry. There are various kinds of construction modified 
from the traditional configuration. Difference between these two basic type configuration is 
that, for null type ellipsometer it is based on the measurement of the state of polarization by 
alternating the adjustment of polarizer and analyzer. Usually, we will adjust the angle of the 
first polarizer so that a linear polarized light was reflected from the sample's surface. The 
reflected light will then be blocked by an analyzer. By rotating the analyzer, the detect signal 
was minimized. Therefore, the polarization state was obtained indirectly from the azimuths � � 
of polarizer and analyzer. For a photometric type ellipsometry, state of polarization is 
determined by the direct measurement of elipticity of reflected wave while the angle of the 
polarizer was fixed. The operation principle of photometric type is based on the measurement 
of the change in output intensity for a given setting of the azimuth angle. 
The earliest ellipsometer were all dependent on the determination of null position by 
human eye. At about 1939, Bor et al modified the instrument by replacing the eye with 
photocell. At that period, the measurement was confined at visible region. After then, the 
further development was approach towards the introduction of automatic adjustment. 
Robert and Meadows made use of the feedback signal from photocell to adjust the null 
process by the mechanical operation of optical elements in 1974. Another means of 
t . 
automation is to employ the used of two Faraday celP or Pockels cell^. The cells were 
mounted after the polarizer and before the analyzer. By applying feedback current to those 
cells, a magnetic field is established along the axis of the light path. Since the magnetic field 
can rotate the plane of polarization, the null process can be achieved by applying a suitable 
current to the cells. Instrument constructed with this configuration contain no motive 
4.1 
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elements and thus successive measurements at'a fixed photon energy can be obtained within 
1ms. For the purpose of spectroscopic measurement, the spectrum can be acquired with few 
second. 
The rotating element ellipsometer is the fundamental configuration of photometric type 
ellipsometer. The optical elements used is similar to that of null system except that the 
compensator is not necessary^^. A typical instrument was constructed by D.E.Aspnes and 
A.A studna26 ^ 1975 and it is still a standard in this field. The configuration of our 
spectroscopic is based on their design. The analyzer of such instrument mounted within the 
hollow shaft of a motor and rotated continuously at a stable mechanical frequency (50-
. � 
lOOHz). The complex reflectance coefficient p can be acquired by using the Fourier analysis 
of the detected signal. 
.丨 
Moreover, there is a polarization-modulated ellipsometer which are constructed by 
replacing the compensator with a birefringent phase modulator such as Pockels cell or 
piezobirefringent plate^'^^ The retardance varies sinusoidally with time rather than being 
fixed as in the null system. The sinusoidal signal can be analyzed by login amplifier^ '^ ® or 
by Fourier analysis^^. Piezobirefringent modulator can be operated at fast as lOOkHz and thus 
the speed of measurement can then be increased to about 10/xs. However, there is still a 
drawback as the response of detector may not follow the signal's fluctuation. Aspnes^ ® has 
analyzed the precision of few automatic systems and he found that no one system can has a 
major advantage over the others. 
Another variation on the major type ellipsometer is the interference ellipsometer. It 
was modified from the Michelson，s interferometer and was described by Hazebroek and 
Holscher^�An incident beam was divided into two by a beam splitter. One beam transmitted 
to and reflected back from the specimen while the other was sent along a reflecting arm 3.2 
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一 containing a standard reflector. The s and p components of the returning beam are selected 
and directed by a Woolastron prism to two matched detectors. The phase difference between 
two beams can be changed by adjusting the length of reflecting arm. 
In recent years, a passive polarimeters was invente(P’33，38 instrument designed by 
(Jellison was similar to that of interference ellipsometer which made use of beam splitter and 
Woolastron prisms. However, the beam was further divided into four parts whose individual 
intensities can be related to four Stokes parameters of the incident beam. Therefore, all 
parameters can be determined at once. Owing to the fact that the instrument contain no 
moving part, the speed of measurement was only limited by the responding time of detector. 
X \ 
Although there are different design and configuration of ellipsometer, most of them 
are modified from the null-type and photometric ellipsometer. A brief review of the two 
major type ellipsometers will be presented，then it will be followed by the reasons of 
choosing a particular construction. 
Section 4.1 Null-type ellipsometer 
Null type ellipsometer is a classical type configuration. Because of its simpler 
measurement of evaluation of algorithm, it has been widely use since 70，s. Most of the 
design of commercially available equipment are still based on this technique. 
A typical experimental arrangement for the instrument is shown in figure 4.1. It 
consists of two arms and a specimen table. Two arms place at left and right sides of 
specimen table are used to align laser light source, detector and optical components so that 
light path lie on the same plane. Null ellipsometer configuration is commonly called PRSA 
(Polarizer-Retarder-Sample-Analyzer) configuration, firstly, HeNe laser emit homogeneous 
light with wavelength 632.8nm. A compensator/retarder Q is then placed behind the polarizer 
so that the plane of s-wave is retarded relative to the p-wave. By adjusting the relative angle 
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of the polarizer and retarder (quarter-wave plane), a polarized beam with particular elipticity '一 
will incident onto the specimen. 
Po la r i ze r ； f i l t e r 
Compensator 零 
iiMHilMW Specimen 
Figure 4.1. Schematic diagram of a null-type ellipsometer 
If an appropriate elipticity was selected, after striking on sample surface, polarized 
beam will be converted into linear form. Intensity of the reflected wave will completely be 
extinguished by an analyzer. Measurement was independent on the beam intensity, thus 
intensity fluctuation of light source and environment light scattered into the optical path only 
have minor influence on the result. Hence, the complex reflection coefficient can be obtained 
from the elipticity angles of polarizer and analyzer. However, the alternating adjustment of 
polarizer and analyzer result in a long data acquisition time. Speed limitation affect the 
application of this technique for in situ monitoring of dynamic processes. 
The compensator is set at a fixed angle to the plane of incidence. At that case, there 
will be two conjugate position of P and A which give null signal from the detector. The 
I 
ellipsometer parameter is then equal to A=-(Pi +P2) and ^=-(A2-A,)/2 for retarder set at 45®. 
When retarder is set at -45。, and 成、n. Usually，the retarder is keep 
fixed and thus only one set of P and A will be used. The method is then called two-zone 
averaging. The result obtained by using a null type ellipsometer (Gaemter LI 17) is used as 
a reference to check the accuracy of the spectroscopic ellipsometer. The eUipsometric 
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parameter acquired from that null ellipsometer is also based on the two zone method. If both 
sets of data are used, the method is called four-zone averaging. For detailed information refer 
to references 13,36. 
Section 4.2 Fbotometric Ellipsometer 
Photometric ellipsometry technique is based on the principle of polarization 
� 
modulation. Intensity of the reflected beam is modulated by rotating analyzer and so this 
technique is also known as rotating analyzer ellipsometry. The modulated depth can be used 
to characterise the properties of the sample. Configuration of a rotating ellipsometer is 
similar to that of null typei2’26，37. n； also have two arms separated on left and right hand side 
of the specimen holder. This technique have higher speed and better accuracy. Light beam 
was polarized by a fixed polarizer. When a beam was reflected from the specimen surface, 
in general, an elliptical polarized wave was formed. The reflected wave will then be 
modulated by a rotating analyzer with twice the rotating frequency of the analyzer. The 
sinusoidal fluctuating intensity is measured by a suitable detector located behind the analyzer. 
If the beam incident on the analyzer is linearly polarized, detected signal will be a sine-
square function with one maximum and one zero-intensity per half rotation cycle of analyzer. 
However, if there is no fluctuation, the incident beam should be circularly polarized. 
Therefore, the modulation depth is a function of elipticity of reflected light beam and the 
phase angle is related to the zero azimuth of the analyzer. 
The incident angle is usually near the principle angle. The principle angle is defined 
as the angle of incidence at which a phase shift of t/2 occurs between two orthogonal 
components of the wave which are polarized in parallel and perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence, respectively. The Brewster angle will coincides with the principle angle if the light 
beam is reflected from a non-absorption material. Brewster angle is defined as the angle at 
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Figure 4.2. The elliptical polarized light and the-detected sinusoidal signal 
which only the component perpendicular to the plane of incidence will be reflected from the 
sample surface. If the substrate is absorbed, phase shift of few degrees will be introduced 
between the principle angle and the Brewster angle. If the angle of incidence is equal to the 
principle angle, then the elliptically polarized light will either have a major or minor axis 
parallel to the plane of incident. The elipticity of the reflected wave can be modified by the 
angle of the polarizer. If the polarizer's azimuth is equal to yp, then a circularly polarized 
reflected beam will be resulted. 
As mentioned before, the modulation depth and phase angle are related to the 
properties of the dielectric material, therefore, the next step is to extract the modulation 
depth and phase from the sinusoidal signal. Those parameters can be derived from the 
measured data by analog method or digital method. Since the modulation frequency was 
known, the amplitude of sinusoidal component could be measured by a lock-in-amplifier. 
» 
Consider the digital methods, measured intensity was digitized for further processing. Results 
from the Fourier analysis of the digitized signal permitted us to calculate the complex 
reflection coefficient of the sample. 
The photometric ellipsometry technique involved the measurement of the fluctuation 
of light intensity. The existence of stray light and scattering light will change the modulation 
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depth and finally affect the calculated result. In order to reduce the influence from stray 
light, suitable method should be done to compensate the effect. 
The advantage of rotating analyzer ellipsometry is that the data acquisition time of this 
technique is shorter. Moreover, the simplified retarderless construction make rotating type 
favour for the spectroscopic investigation where a large number of data have to be acquired. 
Section 4,3 Spectroscopic ellipsometer 
The principle of ellipsometry has been known since 19th century. However, this 
technique was not widely used until the early 1960s. It is because, the evaluation of 
ellipsometric parameter is relatively complex. Equation involved Fresnel's formula can only � � 
be solved analytically in few special cases while in other cases, numerical approaches is 
needed. 
At the end of 70s, the rapid development of computer technology successfully 
introduce the application of ellipsometry into industrial area. But the application was still 
limited on the thickness and refractive index measurement of non-absorption thin film on 
substrate with known optical properties. The endeavour in the determination of complex 
parameter in microelectronic industrial led to the development of the spectroscopic 
ellipsometry which use not only one wavelength of monochromatic light but it also need a 
number of measurements at different wavelengths. 
Ellipsometry measurement at one wavelength X can only provide one set of optical 
parameter. Information can be used to determine the properties of a bulk material or a non-
absorbing thin film. However, in general, there are three unknowns for each overlayer. If 
we want to find out the complex refractive index and the thickness of a overlayer, more than 
one set of optical parameters is needed. Multiple measurements at different wavelengths is 
a convenient way to increase the number of optical parameters and independent ellipsometric 
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equations. Measurement are usually taken within an interesting range of wavelength, mostly, 
within the entire visible spectrum. The ellipsometric parameters ^ and A are now becoming 
the function of wavelength and therefore spectroscopic ellipsometry can determine a series 
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CHAPTER 5. CONSTRUCTION AND CALIBRATION OF SPECTROSCOPIC 
ELLIPSOMETER 
The null type ellipsometer is a classical configuration. It is good enough to measure 
the optical properties and thickness of transparent thin film such as Silicon dioxide. However, 
V 
the application of single-measurement ellipsometer is limited and the data acquisition time 
is long. Although the complex refractive index of a bulk material can be obtained directly 
from the ellipsometric parameters it cannot be applied to sample with absorbing thin 
film overlayer. Generally speaking, there are three unknowns for each layer of thin film, two 
from the complex refractive index and the other is the thickness of that layer. Therefore, > � 
only one pair of parameters obtained in a single-measurement ellipsometry is inadequate to 
find out all the unknowns. That is the reason why the application of null type ellipsometer 
is only limited in the measurement of transparent thin film previously. There is two ways to 
expand the ability of single-measurement ellipsometer. Firstly measurement can be repeated 
at different incidence angles so that the independent pair of parameters can be increased. 
There is a drawback that it is very time consuming especially when a null type ellipsometer 
is used. Optical properties of sample at a particular wavelength can be determined after 
multiple measurement. Moreover, a mathematical approach such as data fitting has to be 
involved in the calculation. The second method is to reduce the number of unknowns by 
measuring one of the parameter via other means. The most convenience way is the physical 
1 
parameter (thickness) handling. This parameter can be determined by other method such as 
Alpha-Step. Theoretical speaking, two unknowns can be decided from two parameters. 
However, as the calculation consist of complex number, the solution is not unique. This 
phenomena has been studied and will be discussed in next chapter. 




modify the null ellipsometer. ” 
Section 5.1 Design and Construction of the ellipsometer 
Although the configuration of ellipsometer is classified into two main classes as we 
discussed in previous chapter, the ellipsometry measurement can be realized by different 
� 
configuration and with different optical components. For a spectroscopic ellipsometry, ‘ 
� 
measurement has to be repeated at different wavelength. Thus the difficulties in automation 
is one of a major consideration in constructing the ellipsometer. This is the reason why most 
of the SE nowadays fall in the photometric category. 
Hauge and Dill" in 1973 constructed a basic computer-assisted rotating-analyzer 
* 
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ellipsometer unit. The configuration is similar to that of a null ellipsometer except the 
polarizer is fixed. The computer assisted the measurement and the position of the sample is 
adjusted by a computer controlled stepper-motor-driven x-y table. However, a laser light 
source is used in that instrument. Thus measurement can only be done at fixed photon 
energy. At the same year, Aspnes^ ^ replaced the laser source with a broad-band light source 
coupled to a computer controlled monochromator. The transmitted light intensity was 
analyzed based upon on-line Fourier by a minicomputer. After two years, Aspnes and 
Studna26 modified the system and then reported a high-precision rotating analyzer instrument. 
The configuration of that instrument has become a performance standard in this field. The 
design of our SE system is therefore based on that standard configuration"’i不加 
1 
Besides the rotating element type ellipsometer, another choice for photometric system 
is the polarization-modulation type. The elipticity measurement of this is achieved by using 
Faraday cell or Pockell's cell while rotating type preformed with mechanical rotation of a 
polarizer. Both systems have their own advantage. For a real-time monitoring application 
such as fast electrochemical reaction at surface or in situ measurement of film growth, high 
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speed is a primary requirement. Polarization-modulation system is an appropriate choice. 
However, the use of compensator and modulator introduced a photon energy dependence 
element and thus the accessible spectral range is limited and the absolute accuracy will be 
reduced. On the other hand, if the primary requisite is the accuracy rather then the speed of 
measurement, the use of simple rotating analyzer ellipsometer is better. 
Design of our spectroscopic ellipsometer is based on the rotating analyzer photometric 
type ellipsometer for the reason of its simplicity in construction and easier in automation. 
The ellipsometry system was interfaced to a micro-computer so that the operation was 
automated. Parameters ^ and A will be measured as a function of wavelength and then stored 
in for further processing. The construction of a spectroscopic ellipsometer system (Figure 
5.1) can be divided into three sub-systems (a) Optical assembly, (b) Electronic circuit, (c) 
Micro-computer(Software). Each sub-system will be discussed in below. 
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Figure 5.1 Photograph shows all the optical elements of rotating-analyzer 
type spectroscopic ellipsometer 
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Section 5.1.1 Optical Assembly 
Spectroscopic Ellipsometer is basic^ly an optical instrument that consists of a 
continuous light source, polarizer, analyzer, detector and various auxiliary optical 
components such as lens, iris and filter (figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2 The outlined schematic diagram of a spectroscopic ellipsometer 
A 35W tungsten (Quartz-iodine) lamp was installed in the lamp house to produce 
continuous light. The lamp house was collected to a monochromator which contain a grating 
y 
of 1350 groove per millimetre. By turning the angle of grating, light beam with different 
colour can be selected. Measurement was taken only one wavelength at a time. When 
measurement was completed, another wavelength was selected and the measurement 
procedure would be repeated. The grating is operated in the visible region (350nm to 800nm) 
and blazed at 500nm. The monochromator has to be mounted before the fixed polarizer. It 
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is because, the throughput of the monochromator depends on the polarization state and thus'— 
it cannot be placed between the rotating andyzer and the detector. 
Inside the monochromator, spectrum of light reflected from the grating was further 
spread by a concave mirror, thus light came out from the monochomator was divergent. 
Some commercial ellipsometer employ a collimator assembly to control the light beam within 
� 
a divergence of about 2 mracP. For the instrument designed by Aspnes and Studna^ ®, the 
apex angle of the light cone on the sample is about 1�. In order to reduce divergence and to 
increase the intensity of light beam, a "crown glass bi-convex" lens was used to collimate 
the monochromatic light into a parallel beam. The convex surface of these lens are symmetric 
. � 
with focal length which are equal to the radius of curvature. This has an advantage of 
minimizing in coma distortion and chromatic abberations. Moreover, a filter is placed behind 
the lens to cut out high order light from monochromator. 
Diameter of the parallel light beam was then narrowed down into L5mm by using an 
adjustable aperture. The light beam was polarized by a Glan Tayler cube polarizer. Although 
a fixed polarizer is used in this instrument, it is mounted in a rotary stage and located behind 
the aperture so that the azimuth angle can be calibrated. However, the angle of these 
polarizer need not be changed frequently, so it was fixed at 45® inclined to the plane of 
incident. Glan Tayler polarizer was made from natural calcite (CaCos) and the interface 
between the prisms was filled with air rather than cement. It gave high transmittance from 1 
400nm to 2500nm. Besides this advantage, Glan Tayler polarizer has an extinctive ratio 
better than 10'^  
Sample was mounted on a tilt table which placed on top of a rotating state (Figure 
5.3) so that the sample surface can be aligned. The rotational stage can turn along an axis 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. For reasons of simplicity, the polarizer and analyzer 
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were mounted at an angle of 135®, thus the angle of incidence is equal to 67.5®.^ ^ 
Figure 5.3 Sample mounted on a tile table which is placed on top of a 
rotation stage. 
Usually, beam reflected from the sample would be elliptically polarized. The elipticity 
is then analyzed by an analyzer (Second Glan Tayler polarizer). A special rotary stage held 
the analyzer and rotated in an axis parallel to the propagation of reflected beam. The rotary 
stage was driven by a stepper motor. Step increment was equal to 0.36® per step. Rotation 
of analyzer was slow down by a 3 to 1 gear. To complete one cycle of motion, three hundred 
steps have to be moved. Another adjustable diaphragm was placed in front of the analyzer 
to cuts off any possible parasitic beam. 
When an elliptical polarized light passed though a rotating analyzer, a sinusoidal 
fluctuating signal would result. Light intensity at the minimum point might be week or even 
close to zero. Therefore, photo-multiplier tube was chosen to be the detector for its 
sensitivity towards week light. 
The photo-multiplier tube was biased by using a divider network (figure 5.4) which 
consisted of a series of resistors between the earth and high potential. Potential added across 
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dynodes create an electrostatic field so that electrons could accelerate in the cascade between 
successive dynodes and thereby providing current amplification. 
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Figure 5.4 The biased network in PMT 
All resistors except R^ . and R, were selected to have the same value so that a uniform 
voltage divider networks was provided. Value of ^ double the others to provide a higher 
operating voltage between cathode and the first dynode. A uniform networks can provide a 
maximum current la of 10/iA. 
PMT is an extremely sensitive photodetector. It can not be exposed to room light 
when EHT is applied on it. The whole system is therefore placed inside a black box to 
protect the PMT. The dark environment can also reduce stray light enter into the light path. 
All optical components were placed on an optical table which was made of a 1/2" metal 
plate. The optical table has been drilled with 1/4" threads. 
Although stray light and scattering light can be reduced, it is still unavoidable. Offset 
cause by those parasitic light will appear in the detected signal. A simple way to measure the 
intensity of parasitic light is to block the light beam and then do the measurement. The 
unwanted offset will then be cancelled out by adjusting the offset of the amplifier circuit. 
Section 5.1.2 Electronic circuit 
A micro-computer is used to control the operation of instrument. The interface 
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circuitry that interface computer and the ellipsometer can be divided into two main parts, 
Stepper Controller and Signal amplifier anddigitalize. Figure 5.5 shows the block diagram 
of the interfacing circuit. The circuit diagrams are placed at appendix. 
Monochromator and rotation of analyzer are both driven by two similar stepper 
motors. The activate signal sent from computer via a programmable input/output interface 
<s 
card (8255 PPI). Shaft of motor will rotate a precise angular amount when it receive an 
activate signal. The angular displacement can simply be convert from the number of steps 
sent from the computer. The direction of motion can be reversed by reversing the sequence 
of activation signals. Since the outport port of PPI cannot provide enough power to drive the 
. � 
stepper motor, an interface circuit for stepper motor is needed (Appendix R1,R2). 
Scanning range of the monochromator was defined by the user. Once the scanning is 
completed, stepper motor would drive the monochromator back to its initial position. A 
photo-interrupter (Appendix R3) is used to check the initial azimuth of the analyzer. A pin 
blocker is installed on the rotation stage that hold the analyzer. Once the photo-interrupter 
is blocked, a HIGH signal would sent to computer via PPI and no activation signal would 
be sent to the motor that drive the analyzer. Position of analyzer is therefore reset. 
Light intensity is converted into electrical signal by PMT. Signal is then amplified by 
an amplifier which composed of three OP Amps (Appendix R4). Output impedance of PMT was so high that it must be buffered by a OP Amp follower. Dark current of PMT and » 
scattering light from the surrounding introduced an offset to the signal. Offset was 
compensated by applying a suitable voltage at the non-inverting terminal of the second OP 
Amp. Voltage gain was realize in the last stage. Amount of amplification was set in manual 
mode or auto mode. When auto mode was selected, voltage gain was adjusted automatically 
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Figure 5.5 Block diagram of the electronic circuit and computer interfacing 
of the amplify circuit, the input signal to A/D has to be set to a maximum level without 
overflow^�, since, the response of PMT is not linear throughout the spectrum, the gain has 
to be varied when measurement was done at different photon energy. Finally, the amplified 
signal was digitised and transferred to the computer by an analog to digital converter (A/D). 
The 1612 A/D card can converted analog signal into 12 bits digital signal. Thus it can 
provide a resolution of 4096 stages and the accuracy is equal to 0.024%. It has high input 
impedance (5MQ) and fast conversion time (typical 25jLts). Differential input mode was 
selected to reduce the induced noise. 
Section 5.1.3 Micro-computer (Software) 
An micro-computer system is in fact the brain of the ellipsometer. It control the 
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operation of the instrument, adjust the gain of amplifier and calculate the ellipsometric 
parameters from the digitized signal. 
� 
The control program was written by using turbo C + + language. After the 
measurement was completed, the result would display on screen. Data can then be stored for 
� 
further processing. The ellipsometric parameters i^ (X),A(X) are stored in ASCII format so 
that it can be easily read by other software such as Lotus and Matlab. 
As mentioned before, the ellipsometric parameters are calculated from the modulation 
depth and the phase angle of the detected sinusoidal signal. Flux variation detected by PMT 
can be expressed in a mathematical formi"� 
. � 
lit) = /。（1 + Acos2Q + Bsin2Q) (5.1) 
or 
I(t) = /q [ 1 + « cos( 26+少)] (5.2) 
where 
6 = 8(0 = 2ir// + (5.3) 
€ = 4- B^y 少=tan-^--) (5.4) a 
I � i s the average intensity and 9 is the instantaneous azimuth angle of analyzer, f � i s 
the modulated frequency which is equal to twice the mechanical rotation frequency. A and 
B are the normalized Fourier coefficient which describe the phases and the amplitudes of the 
AC components of the flux incident onto the detector. Theoretically speaking, there is only 
one signal in the frequency domain after the Fourier transform. However, owing to by 
system defect and noise induced, it may cause higher order Fourier coefficients*^. In addition, 
the coefficient derived from two sets of half mechanical cycles (0M80�and 180�-360�) should 
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be identical. But in practice, the misalignment of rotation axis of analyzer dause difference 
between both signals. This phenomena will-be discussed in next section. Value of A and B 
can then be calculated according to the following equations"'^^ 
25XCOS 宇 、 
A = — 
L ” (5.5) 
B = — 
From the Fourier coefficients, the ellipsometric parameters can be obtained by the 
I � � equation 
5 (5.6) 
A_ = cos"^ ( ) 
Subscript m represent the measured result. 
Section 5.1.4 Modification of configuration 
The design of the spectroscopic ellipsometer (SE) system is based on what have been 
done by Aspnes, Studna, Hauge and DilF’!�’�® for the reason of its simplicity in the 
construction and automation. However, the electronic circuit for signal processing and the 
system control algorithm are designed by our own. The SE system we constructed is a 
photometric type ellipsometer which is operating with a rotating analyzer. The rotation of 
analyzer in our system is controlled by a stepper motor rather than a D.C. motor. The use 
of stepper motor have three major advantages. 
(1) The rotation speed can be directly controlled by a mini-computer. 
(2) Measurement can be taken at a definite azimuth angle of the analyzer. 
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(3) The signal acquisition circuit can be simplified by eliminated the sample and hold 
circuit and the trigger circuit for rotation of analyzer. 
In order to reduce noise pick-up from the power line, the rotation speed of analyzer 
is usually selected to be different from the oscillation frequency of A.C. power. If the 
rotation of analyzer is low fast, the modulation frequency of signal will be too high for the 
detector to response. On the hand, it is difficult to have a stable control for a slow rotation. 
Thus, a tradeoff is exist in the choosing of rotation speed of the analyzer. For a D.C. motor 
drive analyzer, the measurement process is triggered by the tooth or holds on the disc which 
is mounted on the rotator. However, during the measurement of light intensity, the rotation 
. � 
of analyzer is keep on-going and therefore a phase shift existed between the detected signal 
and the azimuth angle of analyzer. Aspnes^ ® has found that, the. rate of change of signal 
voltage is about 7mV/^s for an optical frequency of 150Hz. If a ADC card with lOfcs 
conversion time is used, the change of signal during the A/D process will become 70mV. 
One way to solve this problem is to make use of a sample-and-hold circuit. It has been 
discovered that if that circuit is omitted, large error will occurs. The typical conversion time 
of our ADC is about 22/iS, that means longer time is needed to complete a successive-
approximation module. Although the conversion time can be reduced when lower resolution 
is used, title faster conversion we achieved is about llfis for 8 bits resolution. The method 
we used is to replace the D.C. motor by a stepper motor. The rotation speed is directly 
controlled by the computer via the PPI interface. Unlike the way we used when an D.C. 
motor was employed, the data is taken while the analyzer was stopped at a particular angle. 
A reading will be given out after averaging the data from a multiple measurements at the 
same angle. After then, the analyzer will be driven to the next step and the measurement 
process repeat again until one or more mechanical cycle is completed. Since the step angle 
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of a stepper motor is well known and the measurement operation and motion of analyzer is 
controlled by the same instrument - computer, a trigger circuit is not needed. Analyzer can 
wait until the measurement and A/D conversion process complete. It is suitable for a system 
in which a longer time is needed in signal processing. Moreover, the electronic circuit and 
% 
the calibration process can be simplified because the phase delay between the detected signal 
and the angle of analyzer is no longer exist. 
Section 5.2 Alignment and Calibration 
Ellipsometer is an optical instrument. The procedure of alignment is therefore 
generally used in other optical apparatus except for the adjustment of the polarizer (P) and 
analyzer (A). Alignment processes is mainly depends on the design and construction of the 
instrument. Although the procedure is machine depended, their principle are the same. More 
intended information on the alignment of sample can be found in ref. 39,40,41. Aspnes^^ and 
P.S.HaugeU ^iso have a brief discussion on the procedure in the alignment of optical 
elements for their own systems. Azzam and Bashara^^ have summarized nearly fifteen factors 
that can affect the determination of the ellipsometric parameters for a general 
ellipsometer. Some factors are caused by the particular optical components that we have not 
used such as compensator and cell windows. Some factors affect both the values of ^ and 
A, thus points are overlapped. 
Section 5.2.1 Alignment the optical units 
Excluding the alignment of grating of monochromator, the alignment of spectroscopic 
ellipsometer emphasised on three major parts 
(i) Incidence angle � 
(ii) Azimuth angle of Polarizer (P) and Analyzer (A) 
(iii) Rotation axis of Analyzer 
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Some literature mentioned that the alignment of ellipsometer is not too critical for the 
measurement of thickness and refractive index of thin film, but the accuracy of setting (i) to 
(iii) was found to have a significant influence on the measured data. The ellipsometer was 
first aligned with the help of a He-Ne laser and then it was calibrated by measuring various 
kind of samples. 
� 
As shown in Figure 5.2 optical components such as lens, iris, polarizer etc are 
mounted on two rails which are inclined at a angle of 135°. A silicon wafer coated with 
aluminum was mounted on the sample holder. This specimen act as a mirror and it can be 
used to calibrate the angle of rotation stage on which the sample holder was mounted. � � 
The rotation stage was rotated to a position that the surface of mirror is perpendicular 
to the propagation direction of the incidence beam. The angle of normal incidence is then 
calibrated by fine turning the rotation stage and the tilt table. When the reflected light 
propagate in the same path as the incidence beam but in opposite direction, the incidence 
angle is equal to zero degree. Once the normal incidence was found, an appropriate incidence 
angle can be selected by rotating the stage. For the reason of convenience in setting up the 
second rail which carry the analyzer and detector, we rotate the stage with 67.5®. Beam 
reflected from the specimen(mirror) is then used to adjust the position of optical components 
on the second rail. It has been found that incidence angle around 70° can increase the 
variation of ellipsometric parameters 例 and 5A) with respect to wavelength of light beam. 
In other words, the sensitivity can be optimized when an appropriate incidence angle was 
used. 
The ellipsometric parameters • and A are calculated from the relative amplitude of 
Fourier coefficients A and B. Their relation are given by equation 5.5. The spectroscopic 
ellipsometer is an instrument contain no retarder, thus the complex reflective coefficient can 
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be written as equation 5.7. P is the azimuth angle of polarizer. 
>4 
tant eC'^ ) = tanP j ( 5 • 刀 
Expressions of yp and A can be derived from equation 5.6 and re-written as equations 
It 
5.8 and 5.9 : 
tanil, = tanP (5.8) 
1- e cos$ 
、 tanA= 土 l i ^ 
e sin 少 
It is obvious that values of and A are depends on the azimuth angle of polarizer and 
the Fourier coefficients A and B. If the polarizer azimuth P is equal to 45°, the magnitude 
of the orthogonal components of the incidence light will be the same. According to equation 
5.8, yp will depends on A and B only. 
The Glan Taylor polarizer was mounted on a vertical rotation stage. Owing to the fact 
that polarizer is composed of two prisms, the diagonal of it's square surface is equal to 45® 
of polarization. The angle P is therefore roughly aligned by setting the diagonal of prism 
surface parallel to the plane of incidence. The precision of the angle P have a great influence 
on the value of yp. Error of 土 1® in P will introduce an error of about 3.5% on the value of 
tan^. Fine adjustment of angle P was done by measuring the modulation signal of some 
known specimen. 
Besides the azimuth angles, rotation-axis misalignment will also affect the detected 
signal, especially in the alignment of analyzer. Equation (5.1) are derived under the 
assumption that the polarizes are rotated about the beam as axis. David C. Nick and Azzam"^ 
3.15 
have shown that in reality, the axis of devices will not exactly coincide with the beam axis. 
The influence of small angular misalignmeirt of the rotation axis of analyzer with respect to 
the light beam axis is that odd harmonics signal will be introduced in the detected signal. 
Figure 5.6 show a normal signal measured by the PMT. The sinusoidal dots represent the 
noisy signal and the solid line is the re-generated signal from the coefficients obtained by the 
� 
Fourier analysis of the noisy dots signal. 
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Figure 5.6. Normal detector signal 
If misalignment of rotation axis exist, distortion due to the presence of the first and 
third harmonics will occur. As shown in figure 5.7, the peak magnitude of second cycle is 
lower than that of the first cycle. It also showed the reason why we have to measure the 
modulate signal through a complete rotation the analyzer in a cycle. The rotating stage that � .* 
hold the analyzer is especially designed for the alignment of rotation axis. 
參 
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In fact, polarizer and analyzer are first calibrated with the help of He-Ne laser. 
Position of polarizer and analyzer are tuned so that the light beam reflected from the surface 
of the Glan taylor polarizer are coincide with the path of incidence light but with opposite 
direction. Afterwards, they are rotated such that we can investigate the displacement of 
reflected beam from the path of incidence light beam. Unlike polarizer (azimuth angle is 
fixed), analyzer have to rotate about the light beam. The influence of misalignment of 
analyzer will larger than that of the polarizer. 
The polarization of axis of analyzer was set perpendicularly to the plane of incidence 
and analyzer rotate in anti-clockwise direction when looking into the beam'^ ^ Fine adjustment 
I 
of azimuth of polarizer and analyzer are done by measuring a bare silicon wafer. The 
detected signal was compared with the ideal generated signal of a bare silicon wafer. The 
azimuth angles were adjusted so that the measured signal match with the calculated one. 
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Section 5.2.2 Calibration of the system 
The calibration procedures for rotating analyzer ellipsometer was first described by 
Meulen and Hien and by Aspnes in 1974. Aspnes's method include the first-order corrections 
to the values caused by the optical activity of the quartz Rochon polarizer. A later article 
reported by Aspnes and Studna^ ® added the corrections of systematic errors caused by the 
transfer characteristics of the detection circuitry. In fact, another attempt has been made to 
eliminate error by using a mechanical chopper to modulated a carrier frequency higher than 
the optical frequency imposed by the rotation of an analyzer, however, the performance of 
such a light chopping arrangement has bot been justified. In contrast, Meulen and Hien�^ use 
another approach to perform the calibration. A silicon oxide with particular thickness on 
crystal Si wafer was used. It has been found that the sensitivity can be optimized when A is 
near 90®. Meulen and Hien calibrated the system at photon energy L96eV with a oxide of 
about 1350-1400人.Two standard industrial fabricated samples with oxide thickness of about 
lOOOA are used to verify the measured result of our system. Before the measurement of the 
standard samples, a bare silicon wafer is used to have a fine alignment of the system. 
The bare silicon specimen is a one inch p-type < 111 > silicon wafer. It was cleaned 
by standard RCA method and the wafer was dried by purging it with nitrogen gas. It has 
been found that a silicon oxide overlayer will immediately formed on a cleaned wafer. The 
oxide layer formed by the natural process is assumed to be uniform and perfect. The sample 
was first measured by a commercial monochromatic Gaertner Ellipsometer and a native oxide 
of about 20A thick was found. A spectrum of ellipsometric parameters 似入）and Ac(X) of 
20A Si02 on silicon substrate at incidence angle of 67.5® were generated by a program based 
on the theory mentioned in Chapter 3 (Figure 5.8). The generated values of ellipsometric 
parameters are further transformed to the Fourier coefficients which are used to represent the 
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detected sinusoidal signal. Signal generated by theoretical means is then used to compare with 
the experimental one. :• 
� 
Bare Silicon (20A Si02 on Si) 180-1~ 
•111 
160 上 
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Figure 5.8 Spectrum of\l/(C) and L(k) oflOA SiO! on silicon 
The modulated signal at 633nm was generated by reversing the equations 5.6. 
[^ (633nm) = 14.41486° and A(633nm) = 175.4658°]. The ideal modulated signal was 
represented by solid line in Figure 5.9, dots represented the measured signal. The azimuth 
angles of polarizer and analyzer were adjusted so that the detected signal (dots) matched well 
with the generated signal (solid line). Light reflected from a bare silicon is linearly polarized. 
It is because Imin of modulated signal in figure 5.9 is close to zero. But, the polarization is 
no longer inclined to the plane of incidence. Moreover, phase shift of about 0.32x was 
I 
resulted when light beam was reflected from the bare silicon. Although the analyzer is 
symmetric, the direction of its rotation must be concerted. The analyzer must rotate in anti-
clockwise direction when facing the incoming light beam, otherwise the Fourier coefficients 
calculated based on equations described in Chapter 3 will be faulty. 
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Figure 5,9 Detected signal (Dots) match well with the ideal signal 
(Solid line) 
. � 
If misalignment of polarizer and analyzer exist, the phase and modulation depth of 
detected signal will different from that of ideal signal. An example was shown in Figure 
5.10. If-4.4% error was introduced in (A no change) phase shift of -5° will occur between 
the detected signal and the original signal. 
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Figure 5.10 Phase shift of detected signal due to misalignment 
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Sinusoidal signal is the result of light intensity modulated by a rotating analyzer. The 
initial position of analyzer is in fact the .azimuth angle of that components. A photo-
interrupter was used to check the angular position of analyzer. Azimuth angle of analyzer 
was calibrated by adjusting the position of the blocking pin which was used to block the 
signal from the photo-detector. Every time when the measurement begin, the azimuth angle 
of analyzer will be resisted so that the initial angle of analyzer is correct. 
Section 5.2.3 Standard Samples measurement 
According to the Aspnes's calculation, the precision in determination of ellipsometric 
parameters yj/ and A will decrease when | A | approaches 0�o r 180®. The performance of 
a rotating analyzer ellipsometer will be degraded. It is because the value of A will suffer 
from the random and systematic errors*�. Aspnes defined a term called "residual function" 
to represent the deviation of Fourier coefficients. These characteristic behaviour also appear 
in our experimental result. From figure 5.12 and 5.13, the measured result match well with 
the calculated one in the region at where the value of A is near 90®. However, when the A 
approach 180°, larger deviation will appear. This phenomena can be explained by using 
equation 5.6. When A approach 180®, the value of ^ will trends to 90®. According to 
equation 5.6, Fourier coefficient A will be near to one and cos(A) will be related to a very 
small denominator and dominator. Therefore, larger error will occurs in the value of A. 
In order to verify the system, two factory fabricated standard samples were measured. 
I 
Both samples have silicon oxide layer on silicon substrate. 
Sample (1) : 912k SiO� (Reg. no. 5863) 
Sample (2) : IISOA SiOj (Reg. no. 1237) 
Standard samples were immersed in 95% alcohol solution and then ultra-sonic cleaned 
for 30 minutes. After then they have been purged to dry by nitrogen gas, their optical 
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parameters were checked again by using the monochromatic null ellipsometer (Gaertner 
L117). Angle of incidence is equal to 70®： The following tables summarized the measured 
. � 
result. 
Sample 1 PI A1 P2 A2 thickness refractive Period 
index (n) 
trial 1 96.1 39.9 185.9 139.7 966人 L475 2784人 
trial 2 95.6 40.2 186.1 139.7 972A � 1.471 2797人 
trial 3 95.6 40.1 186.3 140.2 964A 1.473 2788人 
Mean 967.3A 1,473 
Sample 2 PI A1 P2 A2 thickness Refractive Period 
index (n) 
trial 1 93.6 55.1 184.5 125.2 1175A 1.465 2816 
trial 2 93.6 55.1 184.5 125.3 1174人 1.465 2816 
trial 3 93.4 55.4 184.4 124.7 1180人 1.464 2819 
Mean 1176.3A 1,4646 
Values of PSI(^) and DEL(A) were calculated from P1,P2,A1 and A2. Their relationship are 
governed by equations 5.10 
T = 勝 ( 广 幼 A = 360MW+i>2) 
Silicon oxide is a non-absorption film (ie the extinction coefficient k is near zero). 
Thickness (d) and real part of refractive index (n) are the only unknown for a single layer 
film. The unknowns were then calculated by a HP85 computer by the method of 
interpolation. 
We cannot directly compare the values of \p and A between the spectroscopic 
ellipsometer (SE) and the Gaertner ellipsometer. It is because their incidence angle are 
different. The spectra of ellipsometric parameters of sample (1) and (2) are plotted in the 
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same graphic and show in figure 5.11. '' 
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Figure 5\ 11 \l/(k) and AfXJ of standard sample (1) and (2) plotted against 
wavelength of incidence light 
According to equation 3.24 the value of DEL(A) is related to the phase different 
between two orthogonal components while PSI(^) is corresponded to the ratio of the 
magnitude of those components. The falling edge of DEL(A) curve will shift towards higher 
wavelength when thickness of silicon oxide layer increase. If thickness of oxide layer further 
increase, value of tan(A) will oscillate between positive and negative. 
The spectroscopic ellipsometry data was fitted by searching a set of optical parameters (n,d 
for single layer non-absorption film) such that the selected model matched with the 
experimental result. The least-square error was minimized with the help of Levenberg-
» 
Marquardt method. The fitting procedure will be discussed in next section. The best fit result 
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The selection of an appropriate initial model is an essential problem. If the deviation 
of initial model is large, the fitting result may be diverged. Owing to the simple structure of 
sample (1) and (2), their optical parameters can be verified by Gaertner ellipsometer. The 




Sample (1) Refractive index (n) Thickness (A) 
Input value �• L47 967 
Output result 1.4827 954.36 
Sample (2) Refractive index (n) Thickness (A) 
Input value 1.46 1180 
Output result 1.4638 1174 
Spectroscopic ellipsometry data was measured with incidence angle 67.5�and PMT 
voltage 700V. The following table compare the percentage error of the commercial Gaertner 
ellipsometer and the home made spectroscopic ellipsometer. The verified result (Mean value) 
obtained from Gaertner ellipsometer were used as a reference. 
Percentage error Gaertner Spectroscopic 
(thickness) ellipsometer ellipsometer 
Sample (1) 0.48% 1.3% 
Sample (2) 0.31% 0.51% 
Percentage error Gaertner Spectroscopic 
(Refractive index) ellipsometer ellipsometer 
Sample (1) 0.1358% 0.6585% 
Sample (2) 0.0273% -0.0546% 
One of a pioneer in the study of ellipsometry - Mo Dang has measured the 
ellipsometric spectra of SiO^ films of several thickness on silicones. Results measured by 
using spectroscopic ellipsometer were also compared with the data obtained from null-type 
ellipsometry. The percentage error of thickness lies between 0.9% and 3.6% and the results 
obtained from both methods were declared to be matched. The largest error in thickness of 
our system is 1.3% and therefore we can claim that data obtained by our system are reliable. 
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The advantages of spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) over the'null type technique is that the 
relation of n，k and X can be directly calculated from SE data when no overlayer present on 
the sample's surface and thereby the optical band gap of material can be obtained from the 
extinction coefficient k. Moreover, for a single non-absorption film, the film thickness can 




CHAPTER 6： ANALYSIS OF ELLIPSOMETRIC PARAMETERS 
城(X) and A(X) are the ellipsometric parameters measured at different wavelengths. As 
mentioned before, ^  is related to the ratio of magnitude to orthogonal components sensed by 
the detector and A is related to the phase difference between the components. Both 
parameters have close relationship with the properties of the sample. In order to'acquire the 
optical parameters of the specimen, we have to convert • and A into physical quantities such 
as refractive index and film thickness. The dielectric function or refractive index describes 
the response of a material to electromagnetic radiation. Data analysis of SE data can be 
categorised into two types : (1) bulk samples, (2) layered structures 
Section 6.1 Optical properties of bulk material 
Ellipsometry is a valuable technique for the determination of the optical properties of 
materials such as refractive index and dielectric constants. It is particularly useful in the 
wavelength regions where the materials are strongly absorbing, so that transmission 
measurement is precluded. 
If the samples constitute a bulk phase, light is reflected from the interface between 
the substrate and the ambient of known optical properties. It is obvious that the ambient 
should be transparent (light transmitting) and do not perturb the substrate. Vacuum and inert 
gas are ideal selections for the ambient. For non-inert ambient, additional modification of the 
substrate at the interface is needed. Some factors may cause error in the determination of 
optical properties of a bulk sample. 
(1) The presence of contaminant or oxide film^ (e.g. native oxide), 
(2) Surface with high density of dislocation (stressed layer) due to mechanical forces 
involved in the preparation, 
(3) Surface roughness幼’斗，(e.g. samples grown by liquid phase epitaxy LPE) 
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The real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric function are both functions of 
frequency. Kramers and Kronig in 1926 introduced a relation which enable us to find the real 
part of 6 if we know the imaginary part of e at all frequency, and vice versa�:. Pierce and 
Spicer measure the reflectivity (R) of samples in a wide range of wavelength (energy from 
0.4eV to ll.SeV) and then n and k were calculated by using the this^  relation. The 
disadvantage of using the Kramers-Kronig relation is that the calculation involve the 
integration of reflectivity of wide range of wavelength. Reflectivity at the wavelength beyond 
the measured region can only be obtained by estimation or in other case ignorecP. 
In spectroscopic application, both real and imaginary parts of the complex refractive 
. � 
index or dielectric constants can be determined as a function of wavelength. The relationship 
between the ellipsometry data and the optical parameters have been derived^ and it is based 
on the Fresnel's equation, SnelTs law and the equation of complex reflection coefficient. 
Refractive index can be written in terms of ellipsometry data A) and incidence angle (於). 
If the condition is satisfied, where refractive index N = n(l+/c). 
sin屯 taii(|). cos2i|r , � 
n ： ： vO.i； 1 + sin2\|j cosA 
(6.2) K - tan2i|r sinA 
In a particular case when the measurement was done at the principal angle of 
t 
incidence then A = -ir/2 and ^ = yp\ equations (6.1) and (6.2) reduced to 
n « sm^i tan(t>[ cos2i|f^  (6.3) 
K - -tan2i|fZ (6A) 
Dielectric constants e = €i + je�can be obtained from the following e q u a t i o n s 双知 
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ei = n\l - K^) 
, siR\ -sin^tsin^A) (6.5) 
=sin^ <t)j + ： 
(1 + sm2\|fcosA)^  
62 = 2nhc 
tan^ (i)^ (2siii2T|j cos2\|r sinA) (6.6) 
(1 + sin2i|r cosA)^ 
The method discussed above can be extended to highly absorbing film. If the thickness 
of an absorbing film is larger than the penetration depth of the incidence electromagnetic 
radiation, then the film can be regarded as a semi-infinite material. It is because radiation 
. � 
reflected from the interface between the film and substrate is negligible. The penetration 
depth of a dielectric material depends on the wavelength of the incident light and the 
extinction coefficient k. The larger the value of k or the shorter the wavelength, the smaller 
will be the penetration depttf� 
Section 6.2 Optical properties of thin Hlms 
In the previous section, what we concerned are the optical properties of a bulk sample 
or an absorbing layer on a substrate. When there exist a thin film or more than one overlayer 
of small or zero extinction coefficient on a substrate, the method described above is not 
appropriate. The refractive electromagnetic wave inside the film subsequently suffers multiple 
internal reflection between the boundaries. Reflected wave is therefore the resultant of an 
infinite number of reflected and transmitted wave. 
For a single transparent thin film, a single wavelength measurement can provide 
adequate information to determined the film characteristics, if the interface is abrupt**. When 
the film is absorbing or the number of film exceeds one, spectroscopic measurement is 
needed. Spectroscopic measurement can provide additional information to allow the optical 
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properties of the films to be determined along with its thickness. Unfortunately, the analysis 
of the spectra of ellipsometry data are quite complicated that we cannot calculate the 
parameters directly from the data. Numerical analysis of least-squares fitting procedures has 
to be used for the accurate determination of the refractive indices (Nj) and the thicknesses 
% (di) of a layered structure. The fitted results not only depend on -the accuracy of the 
<s 
instrument but also depend on the model of the structure we assumed. 
Procedures involved in the analysis of the spectra of ellipsometric parameters (^X) 
and A(X) are summarised as in figure 6.1. 
• \ , � 
Experimental Values Initial guess, of the of PSI,DEL model parameters 
^ J/ 
Calculate the sum of Generate Thoretical values of the least square errors ^ PSI,DEL 
» 
^ 
Yes X Error smaller X then S 
yijo 
y二_ ....义.. . 
Display Result ^-^^Xooping^^^^ Modtified parameters according ^ \ finished to the Marquart Algorithm 
Figure 6.1 Floy? chart of the program for the analysis of the ellipsometric 
spectra. The inputs are the experimental values ofyj/^ and 
Spectra of ^^ (X) and AJ)^) are the measured results from the Spectroscopic 
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Ellipsometer. An appropriate model and relevant initial guess of the model parameters have 
to be input. The theoretical values of 么 and A�are calculated according to the equations 
described in Chapter 3. The experimental data are compared with the calculated ones to see 
whether the initial guess is correct or not. If the difference between the two sets of data is 
larger than a preset limit, the initial parameters will be modified according to the Marquart 
A. 
Algorithm. A new set of ellipsometric parameters will then be generated by using a 
subroutine which will be discussed in the next section. The new calculated values are then 
compared with the experimental values again. The procedures of comparison and parameters 
modification will be repeated until the difference between the calculated and the experimental � � 
data is minimized or the number of looping exceeds a limit. An unbiased estimator is used 
to describe the agreement between the experimental data and the modelling data (calculated). 
Unbiased estimator exists in various forms. The rate of convergence can be improved if an 
appropriate estimator was selected. The choice of the unbiased estimator will be discussed 
in the next section. 
4.2.1 Parameter generator 
The modelling data and Ac(X) are generated based on the theory discussed in 
section 3.2 and 3.3. The program was written by using Pro-Matlab for its great ability in 
complex matrix handling. Programs are executed on a DEC workstation in UNIX 
environment so that the "multi-windows" function can facilitate the display of texts and 
I 
graphics at the same time. 
The generation programs can be further divided into two sub-programs. One of them 
is mainly for the generation of ellipsometry data for multi-layer structures. PSI(^) and 
DEL(A) are generated as functions of wavelength. Another program was written to extend 
the ability of the monochromatic ellipsometer (Gaertner) so that a single absorbing thin film 
6.5 
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of known thickness can be measured. PSI(^) and DEL(A) are generated as functions of the 
real part and the imaginary part of the refractive index. 
As we mentioned before, the application of single wavelength measurement approach 
is limited. Since we have only one set of data information provided is only adequate 
to analyses a single non-absorbing thin film (i.e., k=0). If in some cases, the thickness of 
a single absorbing film is known, then in principle we can obtain n and k from the 
ellipsometry data. 
The generation program was verified by comparing the generated data at X=6328A 
with the values on the "Ellipsometric Table" provided by Gaertner Scientific Corporation. 
The following table shows the result of comparison for a sample of thickness lOOOA and 
refractive index 1.45 at an angle of 70® 
Incidence angle Table Program 
70 i^ T = 40.609 yp, = 40.6087 
At = 80.013 Ac = 80.0125 
50 知=43.992 lAc = 43.9926 
At = 141.749 A^  = 141.7486 
30 知=45.495 A = 45.4947 
At = 171.274 A, = 171.2740 
Figure 6.2 shows a plot of DEL(A) against PSI(^) for a 4680人 thin film with 
unknown refractive index on silicon substrate. The real part of the refractive index changes 
from 2 to 4 with a step increment of 0.01 and the extinction coefficient k varying from -0.5 
to -0.2 with a step increment of 0.05. Graphs like figure 6.2 can help to estimate the initial 
values for the fitting program from which a more precise result will be calculated. Dealing 
with an absorbing film is more complicated then a non-absorbing one for two reasons. 
Firstly, we have to handle complex calculation if the value of k is not equal to zero (k=0 
7.6 
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in transparent thin film). Secondly, the solution for an absorbing film is not unique. More 
then one set of optical parameters can sometimes match the experimental ellipsometry data. 
Figure 6.3 shows a plot of cos(DEL) against tan(DEL) for a 1000人 thin film. It is obvious 
that the curves generated cross each other at some values of PSI and DEL. If the 
experimental data fall on the cross point region, the n,k values obtained are not unique.The 
obtained results will depend on the direction of search and the values of the initial guess. An 
example will be given in Chapter 7. There are two possible solutions for the refractive index 
of an amorphous carbon thin film from the measurement at a single wavelength of X=6328A. 
It will also be shown that the correct result can be determined using spectroscopic 
ellipsometry • 
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Figure 6.2. A(n,k) plot against 今(n,k) for 4680A thin film (n=2 to 4 step 0,01; k=-0.5 
to -0.2 step 0,05) 
Another sub programs generates PSI(X) and DEL(X) of layered structures using the 
method of 2x2 scattering matrix which has been described in section 3.3. The spectroscopic 
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k='0,2 to 0 step 0,02) 
ellipsometry data generator has been verified by comparing the generated data with the 
results from other papers. The program allows the user to vary the incident angle, the 
wavelength range, the step increment of wavelength, the number of overlayers and the 
relevant parameters for each layer. 
Section 6.2.2 Least Square Htting 
Let denote the complex ratio of the reflection coefficient from 产 measurement on 
a stratified isotropic planar system and p � b e the computed value. The computed values were 
calculated according to a given set of values of the unknown parameters. The computational 
problem involves the searching for a set of optical parameters (NijNjjNj, NL,di,d2,d3, 
d j that characterize the optical system under measurement such that the 
6.8 
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quantity F in equation (6.7) below is minimized. '' 
•4 
F = T I p T - 咖 , � … “ … 认 , 久 ) I ' (5.7) 
� 
where Ni，N2，…N^ are the complex refractive indices of the thin film and d i , d 2 , . . . (Il are 
the thicknesses of the layers. L is the number of layers, N�and N，are the refractive indices 
of the ambient and the substrate respectively, M is the number of measurements at different 
wavelengths and 小。is the angle of incidence. 
For instance, measurements are repeated M times at M different wavelengths. Each 
measurement provides two real quantities-^-and A, thus the number of independent measured 
quantities is 2M. The refractive indices of the ambient and the substrate is usually known. 
There are at most three unknowns for each layer (ni,ki,di). Therefore, normally we should 
have 2M > 3L in order to be able to determine the unknowns. 
The program which performs the fitting procedures permits the users to fix certain 
sets of parameters so that the values of these sets of data will not be varied. If we know that 
the thin films of the sample are non-absorbing or we know the thicknesses of the films, we 
can fix the values of k or d at the particular values. The computation time will be greatly 
reduced if some of the variables were fixed. Moreover, the computation error will also be 
diminished if less parameters are involved in the calculation. 
The fitting procedures cannot guarantee that the final output converges to the solution. 
The final result may sometimes get trapped in a local minimum point if the deviation of the 
initial guess from the true solution is large. In an ideal situation where there are no 
experimental errors, truncation errors nor model errors, it should be possible to compute the 
value of the unknown optical parameters such that F will equal to zero. However, 
6.9 
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instrumental, model imperfection and truncation errors are unavoidable, a finite minimum 
value of F is expected. In some cases, different results corresponding to different local 
minimum point of F will be obtained if different values of initial parameters were used. As 
an example, the SE data of the standard sample (1) is fit again here using another set of 
V 
initial parameters for comparison : 
Initial guess : n=1.46, k=0, d=980A 
Output value after 20 looping : n=1.4527, k=0, d=989.82A (Figure 6.4) 
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Figure 6.4. Another set of best fit data 
Although the best fit data of the refractive index and the thin film thickness obtained 
are different from the previous one (Figure 5.14), their least square error are more or less 
the same. Therefore a set of data which have a more reasonable values was selected. 
Spectroscopic ellipsometry is a powerful tool. Ellipsometry data are sensitive to the 
change of the optical functions of the material. However, the interpretations of the SE data 
are model dependent. The fitting process can help to estimate a more reasonable set of 
parameters for a model, but the fitting itself cannot determine whether the established model 
6.10 
is correct or not. This means that a good fitting to the SE data does not necessarily prove the 
reality of the corresponding model. However those models that do not fit the data well, can 
reasonably be eliminated. 
Section 6.3.2 Choice of error function (unbiased estimator) 
Error functions are usually in the form of a sum of a series of square forms. F(x)= 
2： f;2(x). The accuracy of the fitting is determined by the value obtained by the estimator <x 
which is given by 
a . (6.8) 
-p) 
Where n is number of measurements and p is the number of parameters. 
If the weighting of different variables of the error function is equal, it is called 
unbiased estimator, otherwise it is called a biased estimator^�. Unbiased estimator is not 
unique. The choice of these function can affect the rate of convergence of the fitting and the 
final result". If a poor error function was used, larger deviation will happen in the calculated 
parameters. Sometimes the regression will become divergent or the calculated values are 
found to be bounding back and forth around a local minimum rather than converging to the 
answer. Various types of error functions that commonly used were tested so that an 




Three mean square functions, equation (6.9) to (6.11) given below, were used to fit 
the same set of data. ；• 
V 
M 
= E [ - + (cosAf - cosAf)^ � (6.10) 
M 
F^ = (tanilff _ tanilj")^ + (cosA" - cosA�)2 W.ll) 
The set of synthesised data was generated using the parameters shown in the following table. 
\ • 
Incident angle 70 DEG 
Start Wavelength 300 nm 
Stop Wavelength 800 nm 
Step increment 20 nm/step 
Number of film 1 layer 
Refractive index of ambient 1 (air) 
Refractive index of film 1.46 
Refractive index of substrate 3.85-0.02j 
Thickness of film 1580A 
In order to test the performance of the fitting program. The initial input parameters are 
deviated from the ideal parameters shown in the above table. Figure 6.5 to 6.8 are the result 
where "x" and "o" represent the generated spectra of PSI(^) and DEL(A) respectively and 
the solid line and the dashed line represent the results from the fitting program. 
6.12 
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Typical numerical values of the testing results are listed. 
(i) Initial value : n=L465, k=0.0i;d=1600A, number of looping = 50 
^ ^ F3 
Output result n=1.467, n=L49, n=1.46, 
k=0.00987, k=-0.0123, k=4.3xl0-?, 
d=1497.05A d=1680A d=1580A 
Mean square 1497.05 2.50445 negligible 
deviation 
The final results of the fitting using error function F3 match very well with the 
generated data. When comparing the mean square deviations, the performance of F! is the 
^ V 
worse. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 plot the output results of F3 and Fj respectively together with the 
ideal data for comparison. 
The rate of convergence of using error function Fi is slow. If the parameters 
adjustment procedure (looping) is doubled, the fitting result of using Fj is similar to the result 
shown in the above table. There is only a slight reduction of about 0.53% in the mean square 
deviation. 
Although the deviation of using function Fj is not too large in value, the accuracy of 
the output value is poor. Moreover, as the error function Fj deal with cos(A) rather then A, 
the variation of the result should be larger than the numerical value when compared with the 
result using function F3. A more conspicuous examples is show in figure 6.7 and 6.8. We 
fixed two set of the parameters (n and k) and the remained variable is the thickness d. The 
initial value of the thickness used was d = 2000A. After 50 times of looping, the mean 
square deviation of using function F� i s 7.92692. However, in the case of using function F3, 
the deviation slim down to 0.001132 within 4 looping. Therefore the rate of convergence and 
the accuracy of using F3 as an error function is better than the other two. 
» 
6.13 
The goodness of fitting is not only dependent on the model but also relied on the 
initial guess of the values of the parameters：. We have found that the parameters may not 
always converge to the solution and the value of the unbiased estimator may sometimes 
bound back and forth around the local minimum point. If the deviation of the initial values 
from the true values is too large, it may even lead to diverged result. ‘ 
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Figure 6.5 The fitting result of Error Function Fi and no parameter is fixed. 
When the number of looping increase to 100, error will be reduced to 1489.16 
\ 
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Figure 6.6 The fitting result of Error Function F2 and no parameter is fixed. If 
refractive index is fixed, error can be reduced. 
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CHAPTER 7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
Section 7.1 Spectra of Refractive index 
As an examples of applications, the spectroscopic ellipsometer has been used to make 
measurements on various materials. For a bulk material or sample with a thick absorbing 
� 
surface layer, the optical properties can be calculated from the eUipsometric parameters by 
using equations (6.1) to (6.6). If the measurement repeated at different wavelengths, the 
complex refractive index and dielectric constant can be obtained as a function of wavelength. 
In this section, three materials which has no certain optical properties have been measured 
and the results are summaries as below. 
Section 7.1.1 GaAs layer grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) at low 
temperature on GaAs substrate 
GaAs layers grown at low substrate temperature of around 200°C by MBE have been 
shown to have unique properties which are of great interest in both device application and 
fundamental research. It was first found by Smith and Calawa that a buffer layer in GaAs 
field effect transistor (FET) formed by low temperature grown GaAs (LT-GaAs) can lead to 
a significantly reduction in backgating and sidegating effect. The increase in trap filled 
limited voltage (VtfO for such layers provide an effective way of increasing the isolation 
between devices such as MESFET and HEMT based integrated circuits^ ,紙兄.Further study 
also shows that LT-GaAs is a non-stoichiometric material. The amount of arsenic atoms was 
found to have 1% to 2% in excess. The resistivity was found to increase with decreasing 
growth temperature. 
The properties of LT-GaAs has been studied by various methods such as the DLTS, 
PL, PICTS and EPR. However the optical properties such as the refractive index and the 
dielectric constant have not been fully studied. 
7.1 
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Ellipsometry measurements on a LT-GaAs layer of known thickness of about 4680人 
was grown on GaAs substrate at 200°C by MBE have been performed by both the null 
ellipsometer and the Spectroscopic Ellipsometer. The results are presented and discussed as 
follows. 
(i) Measurement by the Null ellipsometer 
Incidence angle = 70。； Wavelength = 632.8nm 
PI K M A2 
54.2° 144.3� 169.1� 
From equation (5.10), we have 
PSI (^J = 10.95� DEL (AJ = 161.5� 
Now, if we assume that the penetration depth of the LT-GaAs layer is smaller than 
its thickness, then the electromagnetic wave reflected from the interface between the LT-
GaAs layer and the substrate can be precluded. The refractive index of the LT-GaAs layer 
can be calculated by taking the sample as a bulk sample. Thus, we have 
N(LT-GaAs,Bulk) = 3.822 - 0.458j 
In order to verify the above assumption, we fixed the thickness of the LT-GaAs layer 
and then calculate the complex refractive index by using the method described in section 
6.2.1. Making use of figure 6.2, the solution was estimated by matching yp位 and A^ to the 
graph. The estimation was then used as an initial guess for the least square fitting program 
siich that a more accuracy result will be obtained. 
We can also calculated the result by using layer phase with film thickness equal to 
4680A : N(LT-GaAs,Layer) = 3.8248 - 0.4580j 
N(GaAs) = 3.8554 - 0.1954j 
6.2 
The answer matches very well with those acquired in the bulk mode. Thus the 
assumption is correct. The refractive index of normal GaAs at wavelength 632.8nm was 
quoted for comparison. 
(ii) Measured by Spectroscopic ellipsometer 
Incidence angle = 67.5® PMT voltage = 700V � 
Wavelength range = 400 nm to 800 nm 
Figure 7.1 show the spectroscopic ellipsometric data of a 4680人 LT-GaAs layer on 
GaAs substrate. 
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Figure 7.1. Spectra ofPSIW and DEL {AJ plot as function of wavelength 
for GaAs growth by MBE on low-temperature substrate. 
I 
The complex refractive index (N) and dielectric constants (e) of LT-GaAs were then 
calculated by using equations (6.1),(6.2) and (6.5),(6.6). The results are plotted on the same 
graph (Figure 7.2) where the y-axis on the left side indicates the values of N and that on the 
right side indicates the relative dielectric constants. The optical properties of crystalline GaAs 
within the visible region were plotted in figure 7.3 as a reference�� 
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By comparing figure 7.2 and 7.3, the shape of the optical parameters spectra of 
normal GaAs and LT-GaAs are similar but their amplitudes are different. Similar to the 
result obtained by the null ellipsometer at 6328人,the real part of the refractive index of LT-
GaAs is smaller than that of normal GaAs by about 0.8%. 
However the imaginary part of the refractive index shows a significant increase in 
magnitude. The highly absorbing behaviour of the LT-GaAs layer may be due to the off-
stoichiometric effect and the excess point defects introduced during growth. 
7.1.2 Amorphous Carbon thin film 
In this section we shall give an example to demonstrate that a single wavelength « � 
measurement is insufficient to determine the optical properties of an absorbing thin film even 
when we have an idea on the film thickness. 
The sample is an amorphous carbon thin film of about 1500人 deposited on a silicon 
substrate by RF sputtering. Since the structure of this specimen is simple (a single layer film 
on a semi-infinite media), we first measured it by null ellipsometry. The result is as follow 
Incidence Angle = 70� Wavelength = 632.8 nm 
PI J 2 M A2 
67.2� 157。 10.4� 169° 
PSI(^J = 10.7� DEL(AJ = 135.8� 
� 
If the bulk mode is used, the effective complex refractive index is equal to 
N(Bulk) = 3.38 - 0.856j 
Figure 7.4 show PSI(^c) plot against DEL(4.) as n and k vary. When we try to match 
the value \l/也，A^, to the graph, we found that the experimental values lie in the "overlapped" 
region. Therefore, there are two possible solutions. 
7.5 
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Initial estimation ；. Least square fitting results 
Ni = 2.5 - 0.02j Ni = 2.5145 - 0.0214j 
N2 = 3.1 -0.9j N2 = 3.4096 - Q.8329j 
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Figure 7.4. A plot ofDEL(AJ against PSI(\I^J for 1500A thin film on silicon 
substrate. (n=2 to 3,5 step 0,02; k=-0,9 to 0 step 0.05) 
To determine which answer is correct, we fit the spectroscopic ellipsometric data by 
using both set of solution as a initial guess and then compare the fitness with the 
experimental SE data. In figure 7.5 and 7.6 the symbols "o" and "x" represent the 
experimental data of A^ and •如 respectively and the dashed line and the solid line represent 
I 
the calculated Ac 紐d 么. 
I Initial guess “ SE fitting result Figure 
r Nt = 2.5 - 0.02j N i = 2.4832 - 0.015443j d! = 1511.8人 Fig. 7.5 
I N2 = 3.1 N2 = 3.11168 - 0.84126j d^  = 1531 人 Fig. 7.6 
6.6 
. - • 
SE data generated by using N = 2.5 - 0.02j are in sawtooth shape (Figure 7.5). It 
matches the experimental result at wavelength 475nm and 620nm but deviates a lot from the 
experimental data at other wavelength region. When we use N^ as the initial parameters 
(Figure 7.6), the results converge and match quite well with the experimental data. Thus , 
the confusion caused by the single wavelength measurement can be eliminated. The 
discrepancy between the calculated and the experimental spectra as seen in Figure 7.6 is due 
to our use of a non-dispersive refractive index (N) value for the amorphous carbon thin film 
which is clearly an over simplified assumption. 
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Figure 7.5. The calculated SE data with N=2.5-0.02j. The fitting results do not 
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experimental datafor the amorphous carbon on silicon sample. 
7.1.3 High order x Al^Ga^^^ with different cooling rate 
AlGaAs/GaAs alloy is a potentially useful material for high-speed electronics and 
optoelectronic devices. The optical constants n, k are therefore two utmost important 
parameters. The optical properties of Al^ jGa^ ^As with A1 concentration varying from x=0 
to x=0.8 in step of 0.1 has been reported by S.AdachP and D.A. Aspnes^ "^ . Adachi 
calculated the real part of the refractive index from the Exciton Rydberg energy G and the 
direct-gap energy E� o f AlGaAs while Aspnes calculated the complex refractive index from 
the spectroscopic ellipsometric data. The experimental values obtained by Aspnes from SE 
measurement^ do not match well with the theoretical values calculated by Adachi 
especially when the concentration of aluminum is high. (Fig. 7.14). The experimental values 
of the refractive index are the derived quantity from the SE data by means of a ambient-
substrate model. However, a perfectly abrupt and clean surface can never be achieved in 
practice. The thickness and properties of the residual surface layers are not known, the best 
7.8 
way to present the results is directly report the properties of the samples in pseudo form^'^'. 
The data of the optical properties of.AljtGai.^ As alloys for energies from 1.5 to 6 eV 
and wide range of composition x (from x=0 to x=0.9) have been r e p o r t e c F , 5 8 However, 
at present, we still do not have reliable experimental results of the properties of Alj^ Gai.^ As 
at x=0.9. This is because the Al^ Ga^ j^ As samples with composition near x=0.9 are so active 
that surface film will form quickly just after the chemical cleaning. Nevertheless, the real 
part of refractive index of Al^ Gai.j^ Ga at x=0.9 was calculated theoretically by AsachP and 
it can be used as a reference spectrum (Figure. 7.14). 
As an application of the spectroscopic ellipsometer, we try to measure the 
ellipsometric spectra of high Al concentration 从Ga!-寬As which were prepared by liquid 
phase epitaxy with different cooling rate (O.rC/min. to 0.5�C/min.) The concentration of 
aluminium was measured by X-ray diffraction methods and the value of x was found to be 
about 0.88. No treatment such as polishing and stripping has been done on the samples' 
surface. The measured results of a bare sample are directly reported. Samples were first 
measured by null ellipsometer at 6328A. The data obtained were then analyzed using the 
ambient-substrate model and the layer-substrate model. The experimental results are listed 
below. 
Cooling rate Thickness PI Al P2 A2 A 
°C/min. fim 
0.1 8.0 62.4 6.5 15 L7 173.9 6.3 145.9 
0.2 6.08 53,4 6.6 143.1 174.1 6.25 163.5 
0.3 4.26 58.1 4.7 148.1 176 4.35 153.8 
0.4 3.45 55.4 4.8 145 175.6 4.6 159.6 
0.5 2.74 54.7 5.0 144.1 175.2 4.9 161.2 
The thickness of the AlGaAs layer was obtained by measuring the cross-section of the 
6.9 
sample by using optical microscopy. From the above table, it is clear that thicknesses of the 
above samples are in the order of microir. We can forecast that the optical parameters 
obtained using ambient-substrate should be very close to the true values. Thus, refractive 
index of the samples calculated by ambient-substrate(bulk) model were used as the initial 
parameters for the least square fitting program when layer-substrate(layer) niode analysis was 
A, 
used^. Both set of results 虹e shown in the table. 
Cooling rate N (Bulk mode) N (Layer mode) 
°C/min. [__ 
0.1 3.213 - 0.369j 3.2135 - 0.3688j 
0.2 3.315 - Q.192j 3.3161 - 0.1921j 
0.3 3.097 - 0.189j 3.0982 - 0.1901j 
0.4 3.141 - 0.161j 3.1412 - 0.1615j 
0.5 3.175 - 0.161j 3.1746 - 0.1612j 
3 . 5 丫丨 -
謹 _ 
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Cooling Rate C/min. 
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Figure 7.7. Refractive index which were prepared by LPE 
with cooling rate varying from 0.1�C/min. to OSCImin, 
No matter which model is used, the calculation is based on the same set of data 
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obtained by the null ellipsometer. If the surface layer can be regarded as a semi-infinite 
dielectric material then the optical properties Reckoned from either the bulk mode or the layer 
mode will be the same. The AlGaAs layer grown by LPE is usually thick enough so that 
optical parameters obtained by ambient-substrate model and layer-substrate model are equaF. 
Since the film thickness is much larger than the penetration depth of incident light, thickness 
� 
of the AlGaAs layer is not important in the calculation of the refractive index. During the 
measurement on our samples, we observed that the reflected laser beam was scattered 
seriously by the sample surface. It means that the sample surface is not smooth (Fig. 7.16 
to Fig. 7.19) and the smoothest region was selected for the measurement. 
In principally we expect that there exists a relationship between the optical properties 
and the cooling rate of the samples. If the duration of the cooling process is long, the 
AlGaAs layer can re-crystallize with less defect. However, according to our experimental 
results, the refractive index of the samples do not show any simple correlation with the 
cooling rate. 
Referring to the theoretical values calculated by Aspnes (Fig.7.14), the AlGaAs layer 
should be non-absorbing at a wavelength of 633nm. In contrast, our experimental result of 
the extinction coefficients (k) are much larger than expected. It has also been found that the 
results are dependent on the surface roughness of the samples. Experimental data will be 
different for different regions of the sample surface. The measured results are significantly 
influenced by the roughness of the surface of the samples. Since the degree of roughness is 
different from sample to sample, the "cooling rate" dependence may be obstructed by the 
imperfect surface condition. Figure 7.8 and 7.9 are the spectroscopic ellipsometry spectra 
(^ (X),A(X)) of the LPE grown AlGaAs layer. The ellipsometric data of the samples prepared 
with different cooling rate are plotted on the same graph. 
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The optical properties of the samples are derived from the ellipsometric data by means 
of an ambient-substrate model.If the surface is rough, error will be introduced into the 
measured dat幼’47. Nevertheless, the optical and electrical parameters of the samples which 
derived from these ellipsometric data by means of an ambient-substrate model are shown in 
Figure 7.10 to Figure 7.13. When compare our experimental data with those obtained by 
Aspnes, the values of the refractive index(n) of our samples are close but those of the 
extinction coefficient (k) are quite different especially in the long wavelength region. 
» 
According to the results reported by Aspnes!? and AdachiS®，the real part and imagine 
part of the complex refractive index decrease as the concentration of Al in Al^ Gai.^ ^As 
increases. Moreover, both values should also decrease gradually with increasing wavelength 
of the incident light. From our experimental data (fig.7.10), we observed that the refractive 
index of sample which were prepared with different cooling rate varied from about 3.6 to 3 
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3.6 to 3 when the wavelength of the incident light increase from 440nm to 760nm. When 
comparing the result with the theoretical vakie of Al^ Gai.^ As at x=0.9, the refractive index 
(n) of our result is lower. However, if we regard the refractive index as a pseudofunction of 
the wavelength and then compare with those acquired by Aspnes (x=0.7 and x=0.9), the 
trends of the curves are matched and the experimental values are c lo se . ‘ 
Owing to the non-prefect sample surface and the existence of dusts and particles on 
the sample surface, scattering light is unavoidable. The HeNe laser beam used in the null 
ellipsometer is narrow and bright enough to be noticed, thus the position of samples can be 
adjusted with the help of the light source so that the scattering effect was minimized. This 
is the reason why the extinction coefficient (k) obtained by the null ellipsometer is usually 
a little bit smaller than those acquired by the spectroscopic ellipsometer. 
Therefore, when sample surface is rough like the LPE grown A1 典i.^As layers, 
deviation between the value of k obtained by the null type and the rotating-analyzer type 
ellipsometer will be larger. Although the diameter of the light beam used in the SE system 
is narrowed down by a diaphragm, the surface area of the sample shined by the light beam 
is still larger than using a laser light source. Moreover, the intensity of incident light 
produced from a quartz lamp is lower than the intensity of a laser light source, it is difficult 
to align the sample as we did in the single wavelength measurement by the null ellipsometer. 
If the dimension of the sample is small, measurement is usually taken at the central region 
I 
of the sample in order to ensure that the incident light will not strike on the sample holder. 
According to the data we have in the single wavelength approach, the optical result 
obtained by bulk mode analysis match with those using layer model, we know that the 
AljjGaj.j^ As layer is an absorbing layer at 633nm. The SE result also show that the samples 
prepared at different cooling rate have a great absorbability near the blue region. However, 
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the values of the extinction coefficients (k) do not reduce significantly when the wavelength 
of the incident light increases. The values of k keep at about 0.5 throughout the whole 
measured region. This phenomena seems to imply that the imagine part of the refractive 
index of the samples is independent to the wavelength of the incident light. The strange 
behaviour of our LPE grown highly A1 concentrated Alj^ Gai.j^ As layer may be caused by two 
major factors. 
(i) Physical mixture of oxide and Al^ Gai.^ As alloy on the samples surface 
The sample surface of a highly A1 concentrated Al^ Gaj.xAs was found to be so 
reactive that an oxide layer will immediately formed after the chemical cleaning. According 
^ \ 
to the result obtained by Aspnes, when the concentration of A1 is high (x>0.6), chemical 
cleaning is not adequate to remove the surface layer completely and thus the result will show 
systematic discrepancies. When the content of A1 increase to x=0.9, the sample surface will 
become very active. Oxidation of a highly A1 concentrated surface will proceed via local 
penetration rather than along a uniform front. The reactive layer may probably be formed 
by the mixture of AI2O3, AS2O3 and GajOj, but the exact composition is difficult to 
determine幻.Moreover, the optical properties and thickness of such a layer are unknown and 
therefore, up to now we still do not have a reliable experimental optical data for a highly A1 
concentrated AljtGai.^ As. 
(ii) Surface roughness and non-uniformity thickness 
Although, the features on the sample surface cannot be observed by an unaided eye, 
the existence of surface roughness layer can be inferred from the phenomena that light beam 
is scattered when it is reflected from the sample. According to Rode's analysis, terrace will 
formed on the surface of the LPE grown material. The surface terrace illustrated in Fig.7.15, 
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Figure 7.15. Schematic representation of surface terrace.� 
Based on the experimental result from Rode, the critical angle <；> of a LPE growth 
Alj^Gai.Zs was found to vary from about 0.8�to 0.1° when the growth temperature changed 
from 775�C to 850�C. The sample we measured was prepared at a growth temperature of 
about 780®C, thus we should expect that a larger critical angle of terrace will result. The 
formation of the terrace layer causes a layer thickness variation and therefore seriously 
affects the result of the optical measurement. Two specific features can be observed on the 
sample's surface. The Meniscus lines (Fig.7.16 and Fig.7.17) are a common feature appear 
on the surface of the LPE growth material. The Meniscus lines represent the contour of the 
trailing edge of the liquid as it moves across the substrate during the sliding procedure. The 
photomicrograph were taken by a Nomarski phase-contrast microscopy with amplification of 
10x10. There also exist another kind of feature different from the Meniscus line formed by 
the terrace. Fig.7.18 and Fig.7.19 illustrate the second kind of feature. Both kinds of traits 
appear randomly on the sample surface but they are not independent. When we scan the 
sample surface with the help of microscopy, we found that the two kinds of features 
gradually change from one type to the other. However, the mechanism of the formation of 
these features is still not understood. 
The optical properties of the material derived from the ellipsometric data are based 
on the assumption that the sample surface is flat and uniform. The existence of a rough 
surface layer will causing a large error in the determination of sample's characteristics. 
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Section 7.2 Comparison of ellipsometric spectra of SOI samples 
In this section, the ellipsometric spectra of some buried nitride SOI (Silicon-on-
insulator) samples prepared with different conditions will be compared with each other and 
discussed. The structures of these samples are much more complicated than those of the 
examples discussed in the previous section. In principle, the optical constants and the 
thicknesses of the different layers in these structures can be deduced by analyzing the 
ellipsometric spectra with appropriate models. However, such analysis will not be attempted 
in the present work and will be the topic of further investigation. In this section, we shall 
only present some qualitative discussion on the spectra obtained for these samples. 
Section 7.2.1 Difficulty in the analysis of multi-layer structures 
The possibility to successfully analyses the ellipsometric spectra of a sample is 
dependent on our knowledge about the structure and composition of the sample. As we 
discussed before, the equations describing the polarization of the electromagnetic wave 
incident on and reflected from the sample are derived with the assumption that, the specimen 
is constructed with a parallel stratified planar structure. The optical properties are uniform 
within each layers and they change abruptly at the sharp interface between layers. When the 
properties of the sample change continuously within an inhomogeneous layer such as an ion 
implanted sample, we can approximate the inhomogeneous layer by a large number of 
sublayers. The simplest approach is to assume that each of these layers is homogenous. 
Although multiple measurements on a sample at different wavelength should provide 
adequate information to analyses a sample with multi-layer structure, the equations involved 
in the calculation of the optical properties of the multi-layer structure are so complicated that, 
the unknown parameters have to be obtained from the spectroscopic ellipsometric data by 
fitting the experimental result with an appropriate model of the structure. Thus, the model 
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and the fitting approach we choose are of crucial importance for a successful analysis of the 
SE data. :• 
The Marquart algorithm is a commonly used nonlinear regression method for the 
analysis of spectroscopic ellipsometric spectra. The convergence rate of the Marquart 
algorithm is faster than other approaches, provided the deviation of the initid guess from the 
solution is small enough. Otherwise, the fitting process may not be converged. In other 
words, we must have some idea on the structure and composition of the samples beforehand. 
It is unlikely that we can get to the correct solution if we start with an arbitrary set of the 
initial parameters. 
. � 
As a first trial, a fitting program has been written using the Marquart algorithm to 
handle the SE data. When the structure of the sample is not complicated, the program is 
found to work well. In reality, since no sample is perfect, therefore the analysis of the 
ellipsometric parameters can be quite involved and not straightforward. Our program has 
been developed using the 2x2 scattering matrix approach, applicable to any multi-layer 
structures provided that each of the layer is uniform and isotropic. 
Owing to the limitation of the fitting program for samples of complicated structures, 
we shall not attempt to fit the spectra which will be one of the objectives of future work. The 
spectroscopic ellipsometric spectra of the different SOI samples will only be compared to 
each other. From the comparison of the samples prepared under different conditions or with 
I 
different treatments, we can still obtain useful information of the samples and obtain 
relationship between the treatments and the properties of the samples. The following section 
reports on the results we obtained for some silicon-on-insulator samples prepared by nitrogen 
implantation into silicon. 
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Section 7.2,2 Silicon On Insulator (SOI) 
High dose implantation of reactive ions such as oxygen and nitrogen provides an 
effective means to fabricate a silicon on insulator (SOI) structure for very large-scale 
integration (VLSI) applications. Device fabricated on a SOI structure has a higher response 
speed, since the parasitic capacitance of device is reduced. The microstructure of the SOI 
structure will directly affect the performance of the devices fabricated on it. These structures 
have been extensively studied by varies methods such as RBS, TEM , SIMS and AES. In 
recent years ellipsometry technique has also been widely applied to these structures for its 
ease of operation, its contactless and non-destructive characteristics. » � 
The insulating buried layer of a SOI structure can be formed by the implantation of 
either oxygen or nitrogen ions. However, the SE analysis of the nitrogen implanted samples 
is more difficult when compared with the case of the oxygen implanted samples. It is because 
the microstructure of the buried silicon-nitride layer depends more strongly on the 
implantation dose^ ^ 
In this section, SOI samples fabricated by N+ implantation were measured by the 
spectroscopic ellipsometer. The IR absorption spectra and X-ray diffraction patterns of these 
samples have already been reported by Wong and Poon® .^ The ellipsometric spectra of 
different samples obtained were compared to analyses the condition required to produce a 
stoichiometric buried silicon nitride layer. 
Samples to be investigated were fabricated by ISOkeV N+ implant into a 50mm 
diameter < 100 > p-type silicon wafer. The implantation process was preformed using an 
Extrion 200-1000 implanter with a stationary beam. During implantation, the wafer is 
mechanically scan so that the substrate is suffering from the temperature cycling effect. There 
is also significant beam heating leading to in situ annealing of the samples. To study the 
6.23 
beam current effect, the beam current was varied from 50/xA to 400^A and the maximum 
dose used was The beam size is approximately 1x3 cm and the wafer was 
scanned horizontally so that the nitrogen ions were distributed over a strip of about 3x5cm 
in area and the middle region of implanted area was measured by the ellipsometer. 
Section 7.2.2.1 The beam current effect 
The spectroscopic ellipsometric spectra of samples implanted with 50uA,150uA, 
200^A and 400/aA before annealing are shown in Figure 7.20 to Figure 7.23. The parameters 
PSI(^) and DEL(A) of different samples are plotted together in Figure 7.24 and Figure 7.25 
respectively for comparison. When the beam current is small (50^A and 150^A), the SE 
spectra show no feature at all. We shall see that this featurelessness of the SE spectra is an 
indication that the buried silicon-nitride layer is not in crystalline form. When compared with 
the ER transmission spectra reported by Wong and Poon^ ,^ we notice that the samples 
prepared with low beam current show broad band absorption. This indicates that the buried 
silicon-nitride layer is in the amorphous phase. However, as shown in Figure 7.26 to Figure 
7.29 for the samples annealed in nitrogen at 1200°C for two hours, the spectra shows wavy 
features. It is also observed that the amplitude of the variation in the spectra against 
wavelength is larger for the samples prepared with larger beam current. It also clearly 
indicates that the optical properties of the samples after annealing have changed and the SE 
spectra become closer to the form of an ideal SOI sample with three layer structures as 
I 
depicted in (Figure 7.32). 
For the samples implanted with larger beam current (200/LtA and 400^A), the spectra 
are completely different. Features are observable for the "as implanted" samples especially 
when the beam current is large (400/IA). The substrate temperature of the sample 
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Figure 7.22 Ellipsometric spectrum \l/(k),A(k) of SOI sample prepared with a beam 
current of 200fjA. 
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Figure 7.23 Ellipsometric spectrum \p(\),A(k) of a SOI sample prepared with a beam 
current of400ijA, 
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implanted with a beam current of lOOfxA was found to be about 800°C and therefore portion 
of the silicon-nitride layer has already trsinsformed from the amorphous phase to the 
crystalline phase during implantation. In the case of 400/iA beam current, the substrate 
temperature was found to be higher than 1200°C. The sample is in fact already crystallized 
during implantation without the need of any post-implantation. ‘ 
Section 7.2.2.2 Annealing after implantation 
After implantation, samples are subject to isothermal annealing at 1200°C for two 
hours. The spectroscopic ellipsometry spectra of the annealed samples are illustrated in 
Figure 7.26 to Figure 7.29. Moreover Figure 7.30 and Figure 7.31 respectively show the 
. � 
ellipsometric parameter \l/ and A of the different annealed samples plotted together for 
comparison. As we mentioned previously, the buried nitride layer in the SOI sample 
implanted with an intermediate beam current (50uA and 150uA) becomes recrystallized after 
annealing. However, there is only a little variation in the curve feature for the sample 
implanted with a beam current of 50uA. On the other hand, samples prepared with middle 
amount beam current (150^A and 200/xA) show clearly a change in the spectra curve feature 
after annealing. These differences in the features of the SE spectra indicate that the structures 
of these samples are different from each other even after annealing. This is consistent with 
the findings of reference 64 which directly shows from the X-ray diffraction pattern that the 
buried nitride layers can be of a-phase or j8-phase, or a mixture of the two. The top silicon 
I 
layer can also be single crystalline (for beam current > 150/iA) or poly-crystalline (for beam 
current = 50ft A). 
The typical thickness of the top Si layer and the buried silicon nitride layer are 
reported to be about 220nm and 330nm respectively位.A pair of ellipsometry spectra for an 
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Figure 7.31 Ellipsometric spectra DEL(A) of SOI samples anneal at llOCfCfor 2 hours 
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silicon top layer and the silicon substrate has been generated using the above layer 
thicknesses and is shown in Figure 7.32 for comparison. A native dioxide overlayer of 20A 
is assumed to be formed on the surface of the top silicon. From figure 7.32, we notice that 
the ellipsometry response of a buried nitride shows a markedly different from that of a bare 
silicon. The variation in PSI(^) and DEL(A) is a reflection of the varikion of the phase 
r » 
difference and the amplitude ratio between the orthogonal components of the elliptically 
polarized light. These features are result from the interference effects caused by the layered 
structure of the samples. 
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Figure 132 Ideal spectrum generated by the simulation program for a three layer SOI 
structure (2nm SiO:’ 220nm c-Si, 330rm and Si substrate) 
Therefore, the appearance of the wavy features in the SE spectra should indicate the 
formation of silicon nitride layer. However, for a real buried nitride SOI sample formed by 
nitrogen ion implantation, the interface layer may not be abrupt and the optical constant is 
therefore varying continuously with depth. This is probably one of the reasons why the 
measured spectra are different from the generated spectra. On the other hand, in generating 
7.32 
the spectra shown in Figure 7.32, we have taken the values of the refractive index of the 
silicon nitride layer from reference 21 which are of non-crystalline silicon nitride. The 
refractive indices of a-phase and jS-phase SigN* have not been available in the literature. 
Moreover, the actual layer thickness of the buried nitride samples are also found to be 
different from sample to sample and so much more modelling work is necessary to obtain 
a quantitative fit of the SE spectra for these samples and will be the objectives of future 
work. 
From the ellipsometric spectra of SOI samples, we know that the thermal history has 
significant effects on the optical properties of the samples. The variations of the curve 
features before and after annealing illustrate that the buried silicon-nitride layer can be 
crystallised in-situ during implantation with high current or by annealing in high temperature 
after implantation. Further analysis of the SE spectra can certainly provide more information 
about the SOI structures and be supplement to the results from other characterization 
techniques. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION 
Section 8.1 Summary of the result^ 
A personal computer controlled automated rotating-analyzer type spectroscopic 
ellipsometer has been constructed. It has been used to measure the properties of bulk 
materials and thin films. The dielectric function can be measured as a function of wavelength 
•V 
cover the spectral range from 1.5eV to 3eV. The system has been verified by measuring the 
standard samples and the results were compared with those obtained from a commercial 
monochromatic nuU-ellipsometer. Beside the hardware construction and development of a 
control program for the system, an analysis program has also been developed to study the 
experimental results. An ellipsometric spectrum generator based on the 2x2 scattering matrix 
algorithm was written to generate the ideal spectra for samples with isotropic and 
homogenous stratified planar structure. The model parameters of the samples are analyzed 
by a fitting program which can modify the initial guess of the unknowns with the help of the 
Marquart Algorithm. It was found that the goodness of fit and the rate of convergence 
depend on the appropriateness of the model and the initial parameters selected, the number 
of variables involved in the calculation and the error function used. As examples of 
application, the system was applied to measure the properties of a few semiconductor 
systems. These include low temperature MBE grown GaAs on GaAs, amorphous carbon thin 
films on silicon, LPE Al^ ^Gai.j^ As films on GaAs and buried nitride silicon on insulator 
I 
structure by nitrogen implantation into silicon. The refractive index of MBE growth GaAs 
on a low-temperature GaAs substrate was found to be similar to that of a crystalline GaAs 
but the extinction coefficient is much larger. The high absorption property of the low-
temperature grown GaAs is believed to be the result of off-stoichiometric effect and is due 
to the point defects introduced. From the measured results of the amorphous carbon thin 
7.1 
films it was demonstrated that single wavelength measurement cannot determine the optical 
properties of absorption thin films even when the thin thickness is known. It is because the 
complex relation between the ellipsometric parameters and the complex optical function may 
not provide an unique solution. However, a spectroscopic measurement can help to solve this 
problem. 
Measurements have also been make to study the optical properties of some LPE 
grown aluminium content Al^ Gai.^ As films by spectroscopic ellipsometry. The refractive 
indices of these samples obtained from our measurements are compared with the results of 
other researchers. The existence of "terrace" and meniscus line features on the surface of the 
LPE grown Al^ G i^.^ As samples has been shown and it is thought to be a major factor 
affecting the value of the absorption coefficient. The cooling rate during the growth of the 
epitaxial layers has been shown to have no significant influence on the optical properties of 
the samples. 
Lastly, the ellipsometric spectra of SOI samples prepared using nitrogen implantation 
into silicon with different beam current were compared. It was found that there is an in-situ 
annealing effect due to the beam heating during implantation. When the beam current is large 
enough, portion of the amorphous SigN* has been transformed to crystalline form. The 
variation tendency matches well with the IR absorption results. Moreover, the crystalline 
SijN* layer can also be formed by annealing the sample after implantation. These results 
confirm the formation of a buried silicon nitride layer by implantation with a stationary beam 
and are consistent with the results obtained by other methods reported® .^ 
6.2 
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Section 8.2 Suggestion for future work 
Ellipsometry is a powerful techniquelor the non-destructive investigation of materials. 
This technique has been applied to various fields and the scope of its application is still 
expanding. An ellipsometer using a monochromatic light source at a single wavelength can 
applies to investigation of bulk materials and non-absorption thin films on absorbing 
substrate. For samples with more complicated structure structures spectroscopic ellipsometry 
has to be used. In recent years the ellipsometric measurements has been extended to infra-red 
region and ultra-violent region. In principle, spectroscopic measurements can provide more 
data for the analysis of samples with complicated structures. However, if the frequency range 
covered is not wide enough, the properties of the sample may not have significant change 
within a narrow frequency range and the information obtained will be limited. Therefore, it 
is desirable if measurements can performed at broader frequency range so that valuable 
information of the sample can be obtained. Moreover, the UV measurement can assist the 
investigation of multi-layer samples. In contrast, the measurements at longer wavelength 
contain more information on the buried layer. Since the penetration depth of ultra-violent 
light is short for most kind of material, if the samples are measured at shorter wavelength, 
the top layer of the multi-layer samples can be regraded as a semi-infinite material and so 
its optical parameters can be determined directly from the ellipsometric parameters. By 
replacing the light source, grating and some optical components, the frequency range of our 
system can easily be expanded. 
The program written for the data analysis is limited to multi-layer structures system 
with homogenous and uniform isotropic medium in each layer. For simplicity, the refractive 
index of the sample has also been assumed constant within the visible range. However, when 
the variation of the optical properties of the samples against wavelength cannot be neglected, 
8.3 
frequency dependence has to be included in the program. In order to determine the refractive 
index n(X) of the materials against the waveldigth X. A simple dispersion relationship for the 
films can be introduced. The asymptotic behaviour of n,k can be described by a dispersive 
equations^. 
% 
nU) = iio + 乃2("^ ) 
8.1 
i c U ) = V j ) + 女3(吾） 
The above equations describe the asymptotic behaviour of n，k when far from any 
specific absorption singularity. The constants n。,!!，!* and ko,ki,k3 can be obtained from either � � 
from published experimental data or be regraded as a fitting parameters. When considering 
a sample with multi-layer structure with L layers, including the thickness dj totally 7xL 
parameters have to be deduced from the SE data. For samples with an arbitrary in-depth 
profile such as in the case of ion implantation, multi-layer optical model has to be used. 
Since optical properties of such samples vary continuously, transition layers should be added 
to represent the interface region. It has been found that, more the number of layers we 
divided the sample, a better fitting result of the experimental data will be obtained於. 
It is obvious that not all parameters are varied at the same time during the fitting 
process. If the measured frequency is broad enough, the surface layer of the sample can be 
investigate first by fitting the short wavelength region. After then, the parameters can keep 
fix树 and fit the remaining parameters using the whole wavelength range^ '^* .^ 
The two orthogonal components of the incident waves will partially transmit and 
partially be reflected at the interface between two layers. A 2x2 scattering matrix formulation 
is good enough to describe the problem for isotropic stratified planar structures. However, 
if the sample is anisotropic, a new approach has to be used. In fact, a 4x4 matrix method has 
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been developed by BillanP to study the reflection and transmission of obliquely incident 
polarized light by stratified anisotropic planar structure. The method is a generalization of 
the 2x2 matiic method and it involves the curl equations of the Maxwell's equations. The 
application of the 4x4 matrix method has been discussed by Berreman and Cohn but it has 
not yet been successfully put into practical use. Therefore, this will also be another direction 
for the future investigations. 
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(A) M A R Q U A R T A L G O R I T H M 
Error function mentioned in section 6.2.3 is in the format of sum of series of square 
terms (ie. F(x) = E 彻) 
The value of F is determined by the values of ypx and A®. If the initial values of those 
parameters are equal to and Af, then the structure of sample�we m asured is equivalent 
to the model we assumed. However, there must be some deviation of initial guess from the 
measured values. 
Gauss-Newton method is one way to modify the initial parameters so that the output 
� shou l d be more closely to the measured values. Consider the partial differentiation of f(x), 
we have � 
where Xj represent the unknown optical parameters. 
Let be a vector which contains all the parameters close to the solution . According 
to the Gauss-Newton formula, next set of data is given by 
[(J勺R JT勺-1 [ ( J Y F I X ^ ] } (A.2) 
The matrix J contain the partial differentiation of fi(x) with respect to different 
variables. 
Jll Jl2 … • • ^ht 
• ‘ • • 
• • • 
J ml Jjnl ••…J/nn 
t • 
In fact, the method of Gauss-Newton is equivalent to solve the linear equation A.4 
A.L 
• • 
( j y j ' P ' = "(JYAX") (A.4) 
where P, = -[ (J^ [(J")^ AX")] 
When I - X*" | < e, error function F is minimized, or in other words, the 
optical parameters are equal to X^+i. 
The disadvantage of Gauss-Newton method is that we may sometime found difficulty 
in getting (JTJ)-i. In a worse case, we cannot get the solution. Moreover, the rate of 
convergence of Gauss-Newton algorithm is too slow. 
A modified method suggested by Marquart can solve the above problems. Marquart 
algorithm is basically the combination of the Newton and gradient method. Formula of P^  
. � 
is modified as equation A.5 
P, = -[ ( j y J^ + tt过] [ ( J Y A ^ ^ ] (A.5) 
where I is a unit matrix 
When ofi, is near or equivalent to zero, the Marquart method will degenerate into 
Newton method. On the other hand, when is large enough, it will become a gradient 
method. 
Marquart Algorithm is summarised as a flow chart shown in Fig.A.l. Let ao=0.01 
and 7=10. Subscript k represent k也 operation of regression. When F(X…)< the result 
of error function has become smaller. It the rate of change of X has become steady such that 
then the output is equal to Otherwise, the value of a is reduce a factor of y and 
do the regression again. In other case, F(X^+i2F(X”. That means the solution has a 
tendency to be diverge or F(X” has already reached the minimum location. .If the rate of 
change of X (J^f<6) then the answer is equal to X .^ When J'^f>s, the set of data may only 
reached a local minimum. In order to jump over it, the step increment is increased by 
A.2 
f XO，cXo，Y，W) \ / 
^ 
n a , - , a = — 
k 二 k + i ^ Y � 
^ , : 
^ 
= + P^ ^ 
No T No 
a = y a 
^ s Y e y 
X = X'+i x = 
Figure A.l Flow chart of Marquart Algorithm 
multiple a to the factor 7 and then do the regression. 
In fact, the value of J"^  f is a termination factor of the Marquart regression. When 
we believe that the change of output has become neglectable. However the value of 
s is different at different situation and it is hard to choose a fix value for it. 
• . 
As an example, the optical properties of a layer of thin film on substrate is 
investigated. The matrix J include partial differentiation of f with respect to n,k,d. Since the 
system is very sensitive to the change of thickness, | df/dd | will be a value much more 
greater than the others. When we calculate | JTf | . df/dd will be a dominate effect. For a 
A.3 
• » 
ideal situation, the optical parameters which match exactly the measured data are used, the 
error function F(X) should only show the truncation error caused by computation which is 
about 2.7x10"^ . However, J'^ f in this case is as large as 1x10^ . Therefore, the termination 
procedure need to be modified. 
� 
f ^ 
XO,a，iloop’k=Q a = — ^ 
^ ^ ^ I Y 1 
\l/ \l/ . 
< — k = k + 1 ^ a = ya 
/jv 
� Y e s 
X 二 Xk 
Figure A.2 The termination procedure of modified Marquart method 
The simplest way to solve the problem is to neglect the effect of JTf. What we really 
concern about is the deviation of calculated data from the measured data. If F(X) is small 
enough, regression will stop. When more parameters are involved, larger value of F(X) will 
result. According to experience, the fitting result will converge within 50 successive looping. 
Expect the case of divergence, looping more than 50 times seldom change the output values 
anymore. In order to avoid the infinite looping during fitting a complex system, number of 
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